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TEARS OF A CLOWN
COCK A HOOP
Alternative dance floor hit of the week must be
'Freeze Out' by Hula. Hula look interesting and sound
great, o cross between 23 Skidoo and Gong Of Four
(they'll probably hate that). Theirs is the sort of record
that gels left on al all the best porties. Hula abound
with imagery constructed around such concepts as
muscle, tension, damning aggression and unkempt
power. 'Freeze Out' is one of those assaults on the
senses that knows how not to go beyond the brink. So
come on, as the summer heals up you could do o lot
worse than 'Freeze Out' with Hula.
AS

HAPPY

BA I I E

What with the World Embassy Professional Snooker
Championship about to start in Sheffield, Chas 'n' Dave
have taken · their cue and written an anthem to their
heroes of 'in offs' and 'doubles off the cush". The song's
called 'Snooker Loopy'. and we at Index had hoped to
make a rather wteless quip about left hand side and deep
screw, but Tony Knowles isn't in the frame, is he!

AS

The Cure are resurrecting their 'Boys Don't Cry' single. Originally
released in June 1979, the single will be out again on Friday, April
25. The single will have new vocals, a new mix and a new look.
The flip side will be 'Pillbox Tales'.
An extended 12 inch club mix will also be available featuring 'Do
The Hansa'. Both 'Pillbox Tales' and 'Do The Hansa' were recorded
in 1979 but were never made available at the time.
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METAL AID
FOR AFRICA

COME BACK

Pete Wylie's back after a two year break. He'll
be releasing his single 'Sinful' on Monday, April
21. The B-side is 'I Want The Moon, Mother'
and both tracks were written by Wylie. The 12
inch will feature a tribal mix of 'Sinful'.
A limited edition pack will be available with
two seven inch singles in a gatefold sleeve. The
additional single will feature the bonus tracks
'Sophie's Sinful (For Maurice Or Isabelle)' and
'The Joy Of Be.ing Booed'.
Wylie is currently in Spain staying at the
Conservatoire of the Blessed Sacrament of St
Hector Cortez. This certainly sounds better than
hanging around in New York or Los Angeles.
RS

You've had Band Aid, Live Aid, Video Aid, Fashion Aid now you've got H ear 'N Aid. As heavy metal acts were
poorly represented on the 'We Are The World' venture,
40 top performers have appeared on t he single 'Stars" to
redress the balance, with all profits from the exercise
going to the USA For Africa starvation appeal.
The project was initiated by Dio member Jimmy Bain
and ex-member Vivian Campbell, and Ronnie James
Dio co-wrote and produced the song. "' I hope it will
corrupt the Impression that all heavy metal stars want to
do is eat babies," he explained at the launch party for the
record at London's Hard Rock Cafe last Wednesday. "It
probably won't change anybody's opinion, but w~ gives a
damn so long as it makes money."
Bob Geldof came along to christen another baby
spawned from the idea he gave birth to with Band Aid.
"I've had f"*k all to do with this," he commented. "It's
very hard not to sound like Hughie Green when talking
about humanitarian things, and It Is boring to go on about
it, but please get people co buy this record."
The Hard Rock Cafe have generously offered to donate
$2,000 to the USA For Africa fund for every guitar
donated to the cafe's rock museum collection by a Hear
N Aid artist. Simon Bates from Radio One collected
t he first cheque for the fund when Craig Goldy from
Giuffria handed over his instrument.
"The timing of this is ideal and admirable," said Simon
of the 'Stars' project. "It's also embarrassing the hell out
of a lot of politicians, who were thinking it would go
away after Live Aid."
Next up. .. Sport Aid.
DC
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Heaven 17 hove teamed up with
Jimmy Ruffin for their single 'The
Foolish Thing To Do', out on Monday,
April 21. Written by Ion Craig Marsh,
Mor1yn Wore and Glenn Gregory, the
single features Jimmy Ruffin on vocals.
Ruffin is also featured on the flip
side of the single, 'My Sensitivity (Gets
In The Way)'. He met Heaven 17 lost
year when they recorded the miners'
benefit single 'Soul Deep'.
Heaven 17 ore currently working on
their next studio a lbum. It will be preceded by a cassette and compact disc
compilation of Heaven 17 12 inch
dance mixes.
RS

CROWS' ROAD

e Rest assured, the Crows

HIT
T HAT
PERFECT BEAT
The art of trance-inducing drumming is
best served up by masters of the art. so
the Drummers Of Burundi are returning to England for the first time since
their appearance at WOMAD in 1982.
Burundi is one of the most densely populated Central African countries. between
Zaire and Tanzania, and historically the
group would accompany the King on
tour. Today they play festivals and national events.
Their special drums are made from
wood that comes from a t ree only found
in the centre of the country, which is
hollowed out and covered with dried
animal skins.
Catch the beat at Bristol Colston Hall
Tuesday, April 22, London Camden Dingwalls 23. London Kentish Town Town
And Country Club 24.

bear no relation whatever to that nauseating creature on
'Saturday Superstore'. The Crows comprise two ex-members of First Priority, whose
wondrous 'lady Christabelle' single sank faster than the Titanic and made marginally
fewer headlines.
Ross and Donald of said combo have shaken off their peppiness. and probably Peter
Powell's championing as a result, with 'The Sun Went ln', an earnest - and no doubt
unintentional - sliver of Waterboys worship.
No bad thing though, and Ross knocks spots off Mike Scott in the screamy-teeny
stakes. "The best looking young guy in Scotland at the moment," enthused one, and
it wasn't Ross's girlfriend!
The Crows are currently bashing out the soundtrack to a Channel 4 Olm set in
salubrious East Kilbride, and are tenuously linked with Bobsie's latest pride and joy.
'Sport Aid'.
Let 'em peck.
LOT

FADE TO GRAY
Gregory Gray was once involved with the Perfect Crime. They
were o bond who built up o fine
live reputation supporting the likes
of U2, Eurythmics and the Police.
Some soy he was involved in a nolso-perfect crime when he was a
member of screamy bop minor
sensations Rosetta Stone. Since
then he's turned down the lead in o

TV series and the highly acclaimed

DI
CROSS
ANDY STRICKLAND
ROBIN SMITH

film 'Col' to pursue a music career.
The result hos been three fine
singles, the !oles! being 'Sensual',
one lo rouse the emotions.
MG

CIJITSMITH
&ROLAND ORZAIII\

funny how your past catches up with you
once you're rich and famous. Recognise
the smile on the face of this guitarist, or
the cool sideways gaze of the bass player?
All right, I know their names are on the
bloody cover and yes, of course, i~
Tears For Fears In an earlier
incarnation as Graduate. The LP 'Acting
My Age' was originally released back in
.1980 and those nice people at PRT have
now re-released it. So if you want to hear
Roland and Curt performing such classics
as 'Elvis Should play Ska' 1!? - go ahead
and buy one.

CHAMOIS
CROONER

ANOTHER PIL
TO SWALLOW
PIL release their single 'Home' on Monday,

April 21. Written by John Lydon and Bill
Laswell, it's the second single to be taken from

PIL's recent album, 'Album'.
The flip side is 'Round', while the 12 inch

features the full album versions of 'Home' and
the seven inch version as an additional track on
the B-side.
PIL are cunently limbering up for their May
tour.

RS

If you're a would-be soul-singer, literally
wailing and pining for attention, what better
place to do it than on the window ledge of a
music manager's mother's house (in Essex, as it
happens)! This was the good fortune of Chris
Sutton, a window cleaner at the time, who
was snapped up by the lady's son, swiftly signed
to Polydor Records and whose debut single is
'Prin,c e Of Justice'.
Chris, 22, was born in Westcliffe-on-Sea.
where he used to "break into school, after.
hours, to play piano". A white boy hooked on
soul, his adolescent heroes were the Four
Tops. James Brown (who he suppons in
London) and the Miracles.
There's also a video of the single, including
"a stunning girl we found by placing an advert
in the Sunday Mirror. I now have a large
collection of photos of tabloid readers' wives. "
'Prince Of Darkness', admits Chris, tells "the
true- life story of my attraction to my
manager's girlfriend . . . it's the classic 'best
friend 's girl' syndrome. The video tells the
story and suggests I get the girl."
What's the future for Chris Sutton, then! A
new manager, perhaps? "O h. international
success," he decides, a t rifle confident.
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e Never let it be said that rm
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I Sade's single 'Never As
Good As The First Time' is out
this week. IYs a remixed ver•
sion of the track that appears
on her album 'Promise', and it

A WASTE OF TIME

feotures the vocal talents of

Unveiled last week at London's Dominion
Theatre, the extravagant musical 'Time' is .. . a
waste of t ime.
The effects are truly spectacular, but as
Steven Spielberg could tell you. great pieces of
entertainment cannot rely on effects alone. The
real trouble with 'Time', is that it's utterly
lmpos.slble to tare about any of the characters
or become involved with them.
Rock star Chris W ilder, played by Cliff
Richard, is whisked away with his backing group
to another galaxy. A group of superior being,
have put the earth on trial because it's become
such a foul place. If C liff doesn't defend t he
planet well enough. then Earth will be destroyed.
The plot comes across as a third rate episode
of 'Doctor Who', and It's strange how a man of
Cliffs experience can act so uncomfortably.
Even the songs don't save him. Mundane, with
some of the oldest diches in the book. I could
hardly remember any of them.

Leroy Osbourne, the young
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You've read the gossip, the lies, the
press conference reports. and now Index brings you the first stills. Here
we have Madonna and hubby Sean
Penn trying to decide between the
individual menu or the meal for four
persons (nudge nudge) in 'Shanghai
Surprise'. Suggestions that the film is
to be subtitled 'Desperately Seeking
Robert De Niro' have been hotly denied by the film's producers.

isn't full to brim-

aboot these issues as you get older."
ming with aware, concerned humanitarians. Index
And what was Blancmange's N eil Arthur
braved the gales for Greenpeace's publicity doing there/ "I'm mad. I'm really just a frustrated
stunt on the Serpentine in London's Hyde Park.
grey whale. Seriously t hough, it's an excellent
A celebrity row was planned to advertise cause...
'Soundwaves For Greenpeace' - five days of
The Drum Theatre contingent arrived, minus
concerts at the Royal Albert HalI from April 21• tea towel garb, but resplendent in DT sweat·
25 - featuring pop stars and thespians alike. shim. "We're only in it for the money!" they
Lloyd Cole, Echo And The Bunnymen, the guffawed. Pass the sic kbag, says Index.
Cure, Spike Mllll1an, Michael Palin, Pamela
But on a more commendable note , .. Pamela
Stephenwn and John Hurt (engagements per- Stephenson: "Greenpeace are the champions of
mitting) are among those appearing.
the 20th century. Environmental conservation is
The boat took to the water, waves towered, the most important is.sue in the world and it's
te<oth chattered and participants began to develop directly linked to so many other things. including
bad attacks of the cold feet syndrome. The vehi- the famine in Africa."
cle proved to be on their side though, springing a
lnde.x was also unashamedly overawed to grab
leak In sympathy.
a few words with John Hurt . "I'm here because
/Id the Gree.npuce whale was being uncere- I'm very sympathetic to the cause. It's very foolish
moniously inflated, Index collared a few
the to think pollution is unimportant, very idiotic in
attendant celebs.
the true sense of the word."
1
The Cure s Loi T o lhunt was caught cowering
Further Index commendations to Graham
behind the Capital Radio van. "I think if you're Chapman, Kenny Lynch, Shriekback and
any sort of caring person, you begin to think Wet Wet Wet for making their presence felt.
LOT
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SAKI BASTARDS

TINIE

London soul and jazz singer
who is providing bocking vocals on Sade's world tour.
'Keep Hanging On' is on
the B-side of the single, while
the 12 inch has on additional
extended remix of 'Never As
Good As The First Time'.

SADE'S FIRST TIME

ILJJ Fe>
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g irlfriends ore going on the nine month world tour this
conference was set up to publicise. But what about
Morten? "Will Bunty be there?" asks one man. Three
bodies shift under the glare of the spotlights and a
hundred pairs of suddenly very interested eyes.
"I'm in o bit of a tricky situation there," answers
Morten enigmatically, looking like he's trying to stifle a
smile.
"So the romance is over?" presses the mon.
"Romance is never over," Morten answers again, as
polite as ever, and - as always - giving nothing
away.
As Mike Smith soys as the trio walk away at the
end: "It's been a very pleasant questioning session."
Pleasant, polite, not o little boring and o bit of o
waste of time - except for the chance to stare into
Mogs's beautiful baby blues for real, that is.
''Yes, nothing brings you more down to earth thon
having o cow lick you."
.
·
.
Thus speaks A-ha's Morten Harket, as he expounds his theory on coping with fame, fortune and
fainting fans. The question hod actually been of the
'now ore you going lo invest your money' kind, but
Morten's answer that he'd buy a car was misheard by
one hock. "You'd buy a cow?" he asks. "So what you
want is a farm?" Mass chortles ensue, while master of
ceremonies Mike Smith gets even redder and even
sweatier in the most psychologically disturbing blue
suit the world has yet seen. And that was the most
interesting port of the whole show...
While the girls screamed outside (don't mock, five
years 090 it would hove been me), Morten, Mags
ond Pal set obout proving w~ot nice boys they are.
Polite, smiling - they make jokes at each other's
expense - while the assembled newspeople grin obligingly like a bunch of idiot children. A-ha are playing
the game - and playing ii well - with touching
dignity.
•
You learn that Pal likes pine furniture, that Morten
doesn't wont lo be a minister but was toking a seven
year course in religious studies, that Mags' and Pal's

A-ho will be ploying throughout Britain - but not
until December 1986 and January of next year.
They're currently recording their second album,
which should be ready for release in September.
Meanwhile, they'll be releasing o fourth (and last)
single from their debut album. 'Hunting High And Low'
is the tille track and should be out some time in Moy.
Accompanying it is another highly atmospheric video
(Morten turning into on eagle in flight, no less) from
Steve Barron who directed their first two vids.
The full BriHsh dates are: Aberdeen Capitol Theatre
December 4, Dundee Caird Holl 5, Edinburgh Ployhouse Theatre 7, Newcosrie City Holl 8, Sheffield City
Holl l O and 11, Nottingham Royol Concert Holl 12
and 13, Hammersmith Odeon 15-20, Brighton Centre
22, Portsmouth Guildhall 23, Bournemouth International Centre 24, Horrogote Centre Jonuory 3, Liverpool Empire 5, Monchester Apollo 6, Preston Guildhall 7, Birmingham Odeon 9 and l 0 , Cardiff St
David's Holl 11, Newport Centre 12, Bristol Colston
Hall 13 and 14, Croydon Fairfield Halls 19, Belfast
King's Holl 21, Dublin - venue to be announced 23. Tickets are on sale now from box offices and
usual agents.

A-HA

FOR

CHRISTMAS

e MORTEN WINCES masterfully at assembled

hacks, refuting alt the Bunty rumours. Could t his
mean Eleanor and Lesley are now in with a
chance?
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NEARLY ONE HOUR OF THE
LATEST, HOTTEST DANCE HITS.
ALL 12" REMIXES.
All ON ONE ALBUM.
JAMES BROWN

JUICY

Living InAmerica

Sugm Free

USA LISA & CULT JAM
NICOi.£
With FULL FORCE
WithTIMMY THOMAS
I Wonder If I Take You Home!

New York Eyes

LOVEBUG STARSKI
House Rocker

FULL FORCE
Alice, IWont You Just For Mel

ROY AYERS

AliXANDER O'NEAL

Hot

If You Were Here Tonight

(HERRELi.£
With AliXANDER O'NEAL

THE S.O.S. BAND
The Finest

Saturday Love
PRT 26920
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They're Swiss, they're
into 'intensive love
songs', but are they as
chunky as white choco1ate Toblerones? Di
Cross thinks maybe
not . ..

wltzerland - a country previously only renowned for clocks,
bonking and yummy white chocolate
Toblerones - is now o declared contender for British chart placings. Shedding its mantle of apparent musical
neutrality, earlier this year it unveiled
its greatest pop accomplishment ever
- Double (it rhymes with 'noodle', to
dispense immediately with any controversy on the pronunciation front).
The runaway success of their lost
single 'The Captain Of Her Heart' has
given the Swiss their first semblance of
musciol credibility. The follow-up, 'Your
Prayer Tokes Me Off', is o similarly
schmaltzy, sycophantic slob of sentimentality served up from their album
'Blue'.
The duo behind Double, Kurt Moloo
and Felix Haug, ore in on out-of-thewoy French town called Cognac, as
their European success hos earned

S
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them a guest appearance on phone-in
TV show 'Game Of The Truth' (roughly
translated!), where our hasty chat interrupts rehearsals.
Are they surprised that a song so
obviously suited lo the European market hos mode so great on imped in
England? "We were a little bit surprised," agrees Kurt. "The success
started in the rest of Europe, but we
didn't expect ii to be so fost in England. But we've found that England is o
very fast market. You either make it in
two weeks or not ot all."
Try telling that to Belouis Some, who
hod to release 'Imagination' three
times before it dented the notion's consciousness, or Latin <lluorter, whose
'Radio Africa' was resurreded no less
than five times before it received its just
chart position.
"England has opened up now o little
maybe. Maybe a lot of people in the
UK ore bored with what is coming out
in Britain. We ore just doing our own
music."

The story behind the Captain single
could have come straight from the
pages of o Mills and Boon slushy. Felix
Haug was working as a life guard in
his home town Zurich, before music biz
success took him lo dizzier heights, and
in the course of his employment dived
lo the rescue of a girl in trouble in the
waler. The song is written for her, as
the pair have been together ever
since. Ahh.
So is there o similar story behind
'Your Prayer Tokes Me Off'? "It's on
intensive love song,• explains Kurt.
"When love is like a prayer it tokes
you off the ground. All our lyrics come
from experience, but when you hove
on experience ond you write about it,
it gets mixed up with o little fantasy
along the way.
"We love all the eight songs on the
album. The record company decided
to release that one, as we hove no
idea what would make the best single.
When you are recording and you record eight tracks you become too
dose to it to seled one.•

The a lbum has definite romantic
overtones, washed along by a jazzy,
soulful sound, although Kurt denies that
jazz is a main inspiration in their work.
"I don't think that what we are doing
has much to do with jazz, although we
listen to a lot of it. I think it's more the
attitude of jazz. Our sax player is a
jazz musician, so it sounds very jazzy
when he is ploying."
The pair behind the duo ore both
accomplished musicians, hence the
name, as when they ore working in the
studio they all double up on instruments - like an odor onp his or her
double who stands in for stunts.
I wonder whether Double ore a
one-off for Switzerland, as it's hardly a
place considered to be a hot-bed for
new talent.
"We don't hove the club scene like
you do. There're not many places
where you can appear so it's hard for
young bonds. But with new technology
its going to change a lot, as you can
record in your bedroom now."
Felix hos hold of the receiver at this
point. He's a man who perhaps is best
known for his work with cult electronic
bond Yello in the late Seventies. Yello
emphasised the use of music to accompany visuals, so does Felix see videos
as an important part of Double's presentation?
"Before 'The Captain Of Her Heart'
we did videos lo a very basic way of
shooting and they were quite funny.
The 'Captain' video was shot in 24
hours. Nobody looks for details in a
video the way it's happening now.
One hos to find another solution not the video thing."
Although a trip to America is imminent, it doesn't look like they'll be putting in an appearance here before late
summer, although they ore about to go
into the studio again to start work on
their next album.
Producers are pressing, and Felix
and Kurt rush off to finish fllming oni
more interviews. You'll hove to put
your skis on lads, things are going to
be less laid bock from now on.
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cool, ultra-hip and tota lly unlikely
top indie group were far too
embarrassed to ask someone for a
copy of the Pet Shop Boys' album
and got someone else to do it for
them?
Clue: they drink Pernod, they
have had the dubious pleasure of
being interrogated not once, but
twice, by Miss Nancy Culp and they
make rather happy little records for
a wel l-known Manchester label.
What's the quickest half million
you've ever earned, then? Well, if
you're anything like us lot of
spendthrifts, it'll take you a month
of Sundays to do so. Not the case,
though, for James of last week's
rm cover stars Love And Money.
When he was over in America
recording their single with Andy
Taylor at the Power Station studio,
Andy asked him to help him out
with some lyrics he needed for a
film theme he was writing. So
James knocked out a few extremely
poetic words in less than half an
hour, then promptly forgot about
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• Well, we managed to
resist all temptation to
prin t any pictures of the
'Absolute Beginners' premiere ---,- until now. For
here we have Miss Patsy
Kensit being rushed into
t h e cinem a amidst mass
b yst.e ria, and we can now
exclusi vely reveal w h y
that hysteria was so comp l ete. Take a look at the
bu n d le of material she's
c l utc h ing in her hot ,
sticky hands.
Not that we're ones to
insinuate, of course, but
it does look a l armingl y
like a pair of matching
knickers . . .

In case any of you are in any doubt as to the title of
A nd rew L loyd W ebber 's next m agnum opus, h e r e's a
bit of exclusive news for your digestion.
·
Obviously inspired by that firs t glimpse in the mic'ror each morning, he's decided to do a musical vers ion of 'Th e Hunchback Of Notre Dame'. With himself' in the title r o le , his trouble and strife Sarah seems
a n atura l for Esmerelda.
Ther e is absolutely no truth in th e rumour that
Steve Harley has been c ontacted to play one of the
cathedral gargoyles . . .
•

the whole episode.
Then, just the other week, he got
a phone call asking him over for
the premiere of 'American Anthem'
and would he, as lyricist for that
fi lm's theme song, also like to
attend the unveiling of the
refu rbished Statue Of Liberty? (in
front of President Reagan 'n' all).
VIP treatment has been
promised, and young James stands
to make a bag or two. The supreme
irony of course, is that a song
called 'American Anthem' has been
written by two Brits I
Lip's roving reporters have had a
good week for spotting various
luminaries out and about shopping
for clothes in London. Andrew
Ridgeley was seen in Ebony in
South Molton Street, minus a
minder, wandering around the
white shirts without a care in the
world, whilst Kelvin from
EastEnders was spotted trolling
down Oxford Street in a natty
designer coat.
Meanwhile, over in Royal
Kensington High Street, those well known lovebirds Declan MacManus
and Cait were seen arm in arm
taking the Saturday afternoon air.
And yes, we can reveal what is
really going to happen to
Brookside's Lucy Collins! One of
our spies clocked her standing on
the edge of the southbound
Piccadilly line platform staring at
the rails long and hard.
More news on Sigue Sigue
Sputnik coming up, (how could we
possibly let a week pass w ithout a
mention of them?). Old 'Cutie
Chops' Mayhew has been
temporarily let off on bail until his
case comes up again in the Crown
Court in June.
SSS mania is currently setting
Europe alight. 'Love M issile' has
shot up to number five in Germany
and i s threatening to terrorise the
rest of Europe with equal
ferocity...

Oh dearie dearie me - trouble at
the Depeche Mode camp? We have
been hearing rather disturbing
reports concerning the lack of
brotherly love between the two
factions in the group and have
been told that all is not well, with
World War Three threatening to
break out at any given moment. A
question of time? Lip sincerely
hopes not.
If you are wondering why we
didn't report on the mooted
Smiths' gig in Portsmouth in May,
it's because it ain't gonna be
happening. So before you all rush
· out to buy tickets thinking you' ll be
witnessing the manic Mancunians,
think again cos they won't be
appearing.
Suzanne Vega has to be the
unluckiest person in the western
hemisphere, for not only did her
tour bus get broken into and her
band's luggage, cameras and
clothing get pinched, but also the
caddish thieves took the keys to t he
bus with them.
At the t ime, it was on a ferry
from Gothenberg to Oslo and so, at
the other end, no-one could get
into the damned vehicle to move it.
Eventually, the band managed to
persuade the captain of the ferry to
let them sleep on board until they
could get a replacement key the
next morning. However, when the
locksmith tried to force the locks,
the electrics short-circuited and the
coach caught fire destroying what
little was left inside of their
personal effects.
Obviously the band's biorhythms
were all out of sorts that day. Either
that, or it all has something to do
with the return of Halley's
Comet. ..
Halley's Comet notwithstanding
Lip will be back next week, treading
where lesser mortals dare not and
pondering the seven mysteries of
life from the bottom of an empty
Pernod glass.

The ·2nd Choice

The 2nd Choice

The 2nd Choice
DON'T SE THE LAST ONE
TO FIND OUT . . . .
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VIOLENT MUSIC, GIRL WHIPS BOY, BOY WHIPS GIRL. ..

I THE GODFATHERS TALK ABOUT THIS DAMN NATION
The Godfathezs are about to make
you an offer you can't refuse. It's
called entertainment.
Fronted by two of South London's
most notorious rock 'n' rollers - the
Coyne brothers - here's a band
which has stolen attention at every
date they've played. And although
their debut single on the Corporate
Image label, 'Capo Di Tutti Capi' ('The
Boss Of Bosses'), didn't reach the
charts, it gained enough attention to
suggest that the Godfathers will make
their mark.
For vocalist Peter Coyne and bassplaying brother Chris, this is their
second attempt at world domination.
The first came with the Sid Presley
Experience, a band whose demise
was as disappointing as it was
predictable. Too many internal
arguments eventually took their toll
and, in retrospect, the mob paid
dearly for their personality clashes.
Things are different with the new
outfit, though. Animosity has given
way to companionship, the songs
benefitting from a united assault
against the musical establishment of
the mid Eighties. Pete seems chuffed.
"There's loads more power coming
through, now we've got a real group.
It's less abrasive and much more
sophisticated . . . basically they're just
better tunes. The music that most
12 RIV\

other bands are putting out these days
is just unbelievably dull - they
shouldn't really be anywhere near the
charts."
The rest of the lads echo the
frontman's sentiments, while drwnmer
George Mazur blames much of the
blandness on state of the art
machinery: "The electronic keyboard
sound is just loo clinical and precise. I
can never have a good time at those
kinds of gigs. I like to go to a concert
where rm covered in sweat - a show
where rll lose three pounds in weight.
I haven't seen a live performance like
that in years, have you?"

Well, they're certain!y few and far
between, but mighm't people be
deterred from going to a Godfathers
gig because of the image of the band?
After all, the Sid Presley Experience
was renowned for being a right bunch
of belligerent bastards.
Chris laughs at the reputation: "It
wasn't an image . .. it was natural.
Thal was the 'onible thing about it!
But we never thought of ourselves as
gangsters. We used to have a good
chuckle over the media's response
and we're playing up to it a bit with
the name of this band."
Certainly the aggressive nature of
their performance seems to have been

overplayed, as Pete remarks: "People
have said that our music is violent, but
there are bombs going off in the
Lebanon, there are bombs going off in
Ulster, there's probably one going off
in Oxford Street right now . . . and yet
they say that we've got a violent
image. Anyhow, we don't really think
in terms of image. I can't see us ever
being promoted by Boots l7 . . . or
wearing Doc Marten's.
"The people who do that kind of
thing are always let down by their
music, anyway. The greatest thing
about rock 'n' roll is its spontaneity, so
why falsify it all? Nobody would dare
to tell us what to wear, what to say,
what to do. And although rm not quite
sure how we'll end up, we're definitely
not going into washed-out denims in
six months. Then again, I don't think
we'll be carrying around violin cases
either!"
A pile of dole cheques and plenty
of enthusiasm can get you a long way
in pop music, but should you want to
transcend that ball and chain cult
status of the club world you've gotta
be able to play great songs.
The Godfathers can and do.
Furthermore, the twin bladed axe
attack of dual guitarists Mike Gibson
and Kris Dollimore gives the
Godfathers a 'wall of sound' that would
stand up to the most pertinent
criticism. Pete is particularly proud of
their adaptability.
"Our songs are about a variety of
things. Boy meets girl, loneliness, girl
whips boy, boy whips girl - as well
as statements about what's happening
in this country. For example, our new
single 'This Damn Nation' is about the
division between people and what we
all have to go through to survive. It's
tenible what's going on - people are
committing suicide through
frustration."
But does Pete sincerely believe that

such political comment can ever
change.anything?
"No I don't think it will, but it'll
make me feel a lot better. Anyhow,
we're not a political band. I'd never
want to be seen to be really dogmatic,
like the Redskins, although I would
naturally consider the Labour Party to
be the lesser of two evils. They would
be a bit more .. . what's the word? No,
I can't think of a word for the Labour
Party," (he laughs) "but they probably
would do this country a greater
service. Look what the Tories are
doing to the NHS!
"There are old age pensioners
who've paid taxes for 40 or SO years,
done their bit for the nation, and at the
end they can't get a hospital bed or
even get their arthritis sorted out - it
stinks. Every country should have
basic human rights but in Britain
they're being swallowed up in the
panic to sell, sell, sell. God knows
where all the money's going."
While the Godfathers are already
known £or being anti-Thatcher, it
doesn't necessarily follow that they're
particularly pro anything else. Indeed,
Chris clearly maintains serious
philosophical reservations regarding
the main alternative. "Labour are a
lesser evil alright ... b_µt a ginger
haired geezer for Prime Minister?! My
God, he looks like Billy Bragg's old
man!"

> THE NEW Sf CASSETTE FROM TDK <

Now, you're probably thinking this man Falco is a bit
of a wag, the sort of bloke Noel Edmonds would
weep tears of mediocrity over. "He's stark raving
bonkers, and isn't this pop world a mad, mad
world?"
Actually he isn't, not in the least. Falco is playing
Falco in the back of a limo on the way to Heathrow
Airport. As I'm sitting next to him, I decide to play
the part of a pop journalist, decline to tell him the
one about the Austrian, the Russian and little
Tommy Atkins , and instead whisper Amadeus into
his ear.
"Nobody takes me seriously when I say he's a very
good friend of mine. l meet him every week in
different bars and different clubs. A couple of weeks
ago he said 'Falco, you are Vienna's export man, this
actor who played me in a film got an Oscar. I want
you, Falco, to put the story right with a song. So
that's what J did."
He did, and he did it well. When you're
constructing a Pan European rock career, when
you're skilfully eating away on pop's leftovers, when
your native tongue is German, a song Like 'Rock Me
Amadeus· is a veritable feast.
Falco playing Falco, has to keep one step ahead of
the game. He has two dilemmas. On one hand he
doesn't want to sing totally in English, on the other
hand he wants 10 be an international popstar. This is
not easy to reconcile. When pop execs talk about the
world, they mean US a nd UK.
"You have to look at the roots of pop in the
German speaking continent," says Falco. "They are
definitely British - John Lennon, Mick Jagger,
definitely not the Bee Gees (who are English,
incidentally). What we did in the late Seventies was
discover pop music for the German language. When I
was at 'TOTP' yesterday kids didn't even mention
that the song was in German.
"I' m not interested in any national stuff. My
interest is in showbiz. What I'm doing is the same as
any artist in any other place in the world - which is
making entertainment. This is more difficult if you
come from Europe, you have to imagine that 10
years ago the favo1uite group in Austria was the
Royal Philharmonic."

RAP AND THE
AUSTRIAN
WAY OF LIFE
FALCO IS JUST ONE OF A
WHOLE NEVV BREED OF
EUROPEAN POP STARS
MAKING INROADS INTO THE
BRITISH AND AMERICAN
CHARTS. ASTUTE AND READY
TO PLAY THE GAIVIE , HE NOW
FINDS HilVISEL.F POISE D FOR
MASSIVE INTERNATIONAL
SUCCESS.
LEADER OF THE -WOLFGANG:

Ji~ REro e

KAT RINAg~WAVE S
THE NEW SINGLE

is that it?
FROM THE FORTHCOMING
ALBUM&TAPE

waves
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And lO years ago Falco - real name Johann Hoelzel
- was recovering from a year at the Vienna Music
Conservatory, and wonderi11g how tortuous his route
to pop fame might be. Seeing as his favourite
musician was John Lennon. seeing as he decided to
spend a year in Berlin, he wasn't doing himself any
favours.
But he got wise. Falco returned to Vienna and
recorded a song called 'Ganz Wien', which I always
thought was about an Austrian football team. It
wasn't, it contained the line 'All Vienna is on heroin
today' - and was banned. "You can hold it as a
good promotional gag," says Falco of the record.
"We 've got another song called 'Jeany' that was
banned from German radio. We're gonna re-do it in
English, that might be a good promotional gag too."
In 1981, Falco recorded what, up until now, is his

I -

most famous song. 'Der Komissar' was the first rap
record in the G'e rman language and it was an
international smash.
"I did it to m~ke the German language more
comfortable to rock," says Falco. "People would tell
me that rap was strictly a black thing, but r don't
care about colour definitions on records. I'm just
gonna do it."
And he did. part showbiz, part tongue-in-cheek.
All parts ironical. Bui that's the Falco way. As we
continue to lounge in our limo, he continues to fend
o(f my questions with clever-clever one liners. He's
not giving anything away. apart from a slightly
cynical regard for the trade he plies. He talks about
Falco in the third person. wryly commenting on the
monster he has created. He talks in impeccable
English, and we glide on to the airport.
"Falco is part of this world and part of his own,"
he says. "Falco is very ironical, 60 per cent is true, 40
per cent is showbiz. But then nobody wants the boy
next door on stage, (here must be something special,
our daily lives are dull enough. Hype is a bad word ,
but a true word. Whal I can do over a number of
years is show people that I've got what it takes to last
the course."

He looks up and talks aeroplane times with his
manager. he looks down at his watch and thinks of
the summer. A large tour of Germany, a tour of the
rest of Europe and then America. All the time telling
himself that showbiz is the same all over the world.
"When I did 'Top Of The Pops' yesterday I saw
that kids are basically the same everywhere, they
want to be moved. I don't thin~ you need a music
paper to explain that." Surely not, but when they' re
all moved by the same. thing from Singapore to
Stoke-on-Trent, when Anglo-American pop music
has such a hold, you have to worry a little bit. But
none of this is on Falco's agenda, and why should it
be?
'Tm too involved in my life and my career to
explain what my intentions are - 'cos my intentions
are to make music. In Austria they're quite proud of
me, it makes people believe that they can do it too."
In his spare time Falco mucks around on
speedboats. His ambition is to be a good father to his
child and that means "making money and being
successful."
He doesn't think the current furore over Austrian
presidential candidate - accused was criminal Kurt Waldheim is very important. "More important is
that we have a German speaking record at number
five in the English charts." For a moment, Falco
stops being clever-clever and is simply distasteful. But
then. as our limo reaches Heathrow, there's no doubt
that at this moment Falco doesn't really want to be
talking to an English pop journalist.
So, we sign a truce, square the deal and shake
hands. Falco, manager and assistant head for the
plane and J cruise home with my feet up, thinking of
tea. That's not a bad deal , and rm sure Falco would
appreciate that he's just got a bargain.
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Riot, Judas Priest, Dokken and Blue
Oyster Cult toke their turn with
guitarists from Twisted Sister, Y&T,
Journey and Iron Maiden among
others to pull together for o lively and
surprisingly unified three minutes.

PRIME MOVERS 'Dark Western
Night' (Island) The Californian
bond produce another evocative song
of open spaces and o breezy freedom
that powers with o real bite and
· intelligence. Led by the elegant echoed
guitar te xture of Gory Putman, it's the
second quality release from the outfit.

s

PETER GABRIEL 'Sledgehammer' (Charisma) After his soiourn
with the polyrhythms of Africa on his
lost studio album, Gabriel to kes the
steamy soul slew from the cauldron of
Memphis as hi.s foundation. While he
locks the vocal fire of Wilson Pickett or
Som And Dove, he stil l conveys
enough of o woundeg animal tone to
sound engaging. The Stox/Stevie Wonder' s 'Superstition' flavoured ho rns,
gospel tinged girl singers a nd o darkly
swirling flute conjure up a sweaty climax, but it's surprisingly unadventurous
for someone with his outstanding tra ck
record.

sk'< lµ:,ehanuner
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DEPECHE MODE 'A Question
Of Lust' (Mute) Underneath the

for the soft white underbelly of the
charts with an uncharacteristic ballad
that's os delicately glazed, fragile and
pretty" os the best Wedgwood chino.
Based on o filigree piano figure, the
vocals coo and caress with oil the
sugary breothiness required. An unfair
temptation for those of us with o sweet
tooth.

HEAR'N AID 'Stars' (Vertigo) A
Bond Aid style charity disc for those
who prefer to hand over their mooloh
with musical red meat hot off the bone.
It's o gloriously gaudy collection of
rabble rousing, power and glory cliche
from writers Dio. Singers from Quiet
16 RIV\

ems just OS spotty OS the old
sf year's sparkling debut sin ·.

My Numper', thls sUck but
orotterless rea ding of Elvis
rd-edged clarion cry is o di
isappoi{llll)enl.

Hondel is as elegant os on ill-fitting
suit, but it hos o lovable charm in its
attack on organised religion.

JOYCE SIMS 'All In All' (Lon•
don) Driven by o clockwork ticking
pulse and o chunky boss synthesiser,
Joyce Sims g ives herself the easy task
of propelling this sturdily built dance
machine with some urgent, coaxing
vocals.

SlfEPHEN ANb S:ANDII
'Something S"clal' (1C)
R,ecord51) An incon~uentiorduet
/ro,n Stephen Ov~ and Scindii of the
)opcinese group the Sunselz; recorded
in Tokyo on Christmas Dpy. It \Otmds
like 1hey'cl hoye been better emple;:ed
snoozing front of the Qoeen's
speech like the rest of os:

in

THE APARTMENTS 'All You
Wanted' (Rough Trade) This

RRA 'You And
0 Records) Curt a

Specloresque metal beat, synthesiser
washes and slightly eyebrow-raising title, lies a love song so strongly rooted
in pre- Beatles pop that you'd be forgiven for thinking it's a Billy Fury 8-side
or from an obscure Brion Hyland
album.

THAT PETROL EMOTION 'It's A
Good Th i ng' ( Demon ) ExUndertones' guitarist John O'Neill continues to plough the furrow opened up
by his old outfit's 'Sin Of Pride' album.
But here it's allied to some vintage
Television and flower power rock
spices to rustle up o tasty musical
morsel.

THE LARKS 'Billy Graham' (R4
Records) This nutty hotch-potch of
Merseybeot, punk, northern soul and

fonmer Slave lead s

mo.se lcinguid ~ ri

e d Ji,bse boi(-in•th ·
ngs that hove the
jsible ink.
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LULU KISS ME DEAD 'Speak To
Me' (Big Fish) An assured second
sing le from this Scunthorpe bond
whose light guitar washes, full boss
and honmonies make o bright melodic
diversion.
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c
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KEEL 'Because J.he Night'
(Vedlgo) Prodvcei:1 by Kj,ss's (,~ne
Simmons, the {!olifomjon ,he~ metal
outfit do lo Bruce Springsteen's best;
composition who1 the Luftwaffe did foe
London's orchitedure during lhe Blitz.

MADONNA 'Live To Tell' (Sire)
A somnombulont ballad which con tains
all the dreariness of a wet weekend in
Stockton with Jennifer Rush. Written by
Her Elusiveness for her husband's new
movie 'At Close Range', it's clearly o
piece of background scene-selling. As
o single it does to the ears what
snooker does for the blind.

JUICY 'Bad Boy' (Epic) After o

FORCE MD' s 'Tender Love'
(Tommy Boy) The rapping boys go

KIN' TtME 'Pump It
Counfclown) The new foe

Anglo-Australian bond have breathed
new life into the ethereal music fields
once worked by such Sixties staples os
Love and Tim Buckley with this engaging but tetchy examination of rejection
and desire.

CHAMPIONS
VAN HALEN 'Why Can't
This Be Love' (WEA) Sure,
American hard rock con be easily
dismissed for being a musical
brontosourvs, but it's a magnificent
beast in full flight. This is such on
animal. This contains muscle,
power and more mesmerising
tricks than you'll find up a
magician's sleeve. The drums
lumber along while the boss notes
percolate the rhythm before Eddie
Von Holen odds the flesh and
blood. Topped by new boy
Sammy Hagar's vocals, this is
quality pop - one listen is not
enough.

E

classy steal from Mtume's 'Juicy Fruit'
for 'Sugar Free', Juicy pilfer from Lewis
and Jam's SOS Bond blueprints lo
make o simple disposable dance·,
chugger with o modicum of chonm.

SCOTIISH WORLD CUP SQUAD
'Big Trip To Mexico'
(Columbia) The toytown carnival of
this tome celtic samba is infinitely
preferable to the stiff dross of the
England team. But you've got to
wonder about o team whose principal
asset is West" Hom's Fronk MocAvennie
- a man with the rore taste to wear
green leather trousers, a lso rumoured
to hove a pink pair stashed under the
mounds of gold chains. (Yes, he ll hath
no fury like o Spurs supporter ofter o
-poor season.)

THE MATCHROOM MOB WITH
CHAS AND DAVE 'Snooker
Loopy' (Rockney) Denied the
opportunity to write the long-awaited
sequel to 'Ossie's Dream', the
p rofessional Cockneys toke on Steve
'Interesting' Davies and chums. This is a
mildly amusing seaside postcard ditty,
but where 's Tony Knowles, Alex
'Hurricane' Higgins end Kirk Stevens?
Obviously having o lot more fun with
various combinations of the seven
deadly sins.

CTUS'\VORLD NEWS
dn' (MCA)

ter' S'ritish cle

oi:I ;water wit
II energy ch
ideqs imd n
MATE STRANGERS 'R
Dragon' (IRS) Another,s
nonymo us Euro-sounding,si
uld hov(! them dgncing o
mbreros in Ben/dorm th.is
r, or eve.Q Sta
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7 ''AND 12 SINGLE

3 track extended 12"
also features 'Hot Water' (Live)
and 'World Machine'
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■ Dear rm, how astute of you to pick

up on a greol new band like love And
Money. Time was when I'd look at
other music papers lo find out about
fresh new talent, but not anymore. A
further pat on the back to the sterling
work done in Index every week. You
eut your rivals to shame.

Tom Smith, Derby
• What can we soy Tom, we're
·humbled. Needless to say, we'll keep
you informed on a// that's new and
groovy
■ I really thought rm was getting its
ad together until I read Robin Smith's
Hermon Ze Germon piece. Rarely
have I read such o load of sexist
twaddle. The article was not only
degrading to women, its rancid,
squirming lone was just one long
apology for the most sickening and
stupid elements of rock 'n' roll. Please,
no more lapses.

Danny Wilson, Sheffield, Yorks
• Hmm, the Herman Ze German

feature caused as much consternation
in the rm office as it seems to have
caused with our readers. Needless to
say, steps are being taken to tie Robin
Smith to his typewriter and cover his
body in copies of the Sun

■ Hasn't anyone out there noticed
how goad Channel 4's new block
·music and chat programme 'Club Mix'
is? With Smiley Culture's cheeky
presentation and a neat mix of serious
and interes~ng topics, plus good music,
it's about the best youth programme
on telly at the moment. Move over
Jools and Paulo.

• Bobby Crankshaw, Reading
• Quite agree Bobby, we could do
with more of that and much less of
Paula Yates in frilly undies squirming on
beds
■ God, if I read another word about
'Absolute Beginners' I'll strangle
someone. Unfortunately, I was one of
the mugs token in by oll the hype, and
lost week I trooped along to watch the
wretched flick. All I con soy to onyone
who hasn't seen it . .. DON'T. The
o~ng is appalling, the songs ore
boring, the story is non-existent and it's
about as funny as watching paint dry.
Please rm, p rint no more.

Lucy Briggs, Ealing, London
• The subject of 'Absolute Beginners',
Patsy Kensit and the Future Of The
British Film Industry is now officially
closed

LIMITED EDITION SEVEN INCH SPECIAL PACK
WITH FREE CASSETTE*
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*CASSETTE FEATURES 'HAVE YOU EVER HAD IT BLUE {UNCUT VERSION)'
& 'WITH EVERYTHING TO LOSE (LIVE VERSION)' CINEC 1
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THE ART OF NOISE

IN VISIBLE SILENCE
including the single
o
n
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9
~BUM
PETER GUNN
featuring Duane Eddy
■9
TAPE
at VIRGIN
Subject to availab1l1ty l'< hile SIOCks last

HOLIDAY OFFER
Spend £10 or more and get £50 off
a two-week holiday for two*
·011er does not apply to purch.lse al theatre.concert tickets
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THE STUFF (Cert 15 87 mlns dlr : Larry
Cohen)
Well, it hod to hoppen. Hot on the heels of exploding
oircroft, collapsing bridges and towering infernos, the
'disaster movie' hos now reached new heights: behold
the invasion of killer ice-cream!
Looking o lot like o McDonald's milkshake, The Stuff
is the premier food product in the United Stoles. A sort
of 'wholesome food' American-style, The Stuff's major
appeal lies in the fad thot it costs nothing to produce
(it comes from a hole in the ground) and is remarlcably easy lo promote (it's addictive).
Not everyone's too chuffed by this culinary revolution though, and the dream dessert rapidly becomes o
nightmare for one small boy after he sees it roaming
around in the fridge - alivell So where's the galloping gourmet now that his country really needs him?
Unsurprisingly, the rival dairy companies ore a trifle
(ouch/ - Eye Deal Ed) fed-up with the situation loo.
Hit by slumping soles figures, one of them even goes
so for os to employ on industrial spy, Moe Rutherford,
in order to investigate their competitor's wonderprodud.
Paid to discover The Stuff's ingredients, Moe is soon
struck by o much more immediate concern regarding
America's fastest food. Are the people eating It, or is
It eating them?
Masterly underplayed by the hilarious Michael
Moriarty, Moe becomes suspicious and is quick lo
team up with the reactionary child in a joint attempt at
halting this surge of the world's first ever vanillaflavoured invader.
In an entertaining film, Larry Cohen has ogain
proved that cinema with o serious message con be
fun. More than just a superficial onolysis of the junk
food generation where people don't care about whot
they consume, 'The Stuff' is an amusing analogy of
what's really eating away at the Western world. Gullibility.
Mike Mitchell

MIXED BLOOD (Cert 18 97 mins
M orrissey)
There's nothing like o bit of cheop exploitation cinema
lo get the tongues wagging.
Exploitation? Well, because the subject is 'd-r-u-g-s'
- and while this country still treats the problem of
juvenile druggies with hush-voiced concern and social
worker sympathy, Americans hove lived with the problem for so long that it's now considered fair game for
comedy. Hove you heard the one about the Englishmen, the Irishman and the 12-yeor-old smock-head?
This is the environment in which 'Mixed Blood' plies
its grimy trade. lrs the tole of Rito Lo Punta - 'mother'
to o gong of juvenile drug pushers; too young to go
to jail if arrested for their crimes, but old enough to be
pushed off buildings, shot in the head and strangled
by o rival drug gong, anxious to get control of their
territory for their own trade.
'A comedy', runs the publicity. Only no-one octuolly
laughs as more and more of the beautiful teenage
boys ore wasted in blood-red close-up. What Is funny
is the ham acting and the loopy dialogue that is so
bad it must be intentional. Judging by Morrissey's previous love of low brand trash films (Andy Warhol's
' Flesh For Frankenstein', ' Blood Of Dracula', 'Flesh',
' Heat' and 'Trash' itself), it obviously is.
Morrissey's usual obsessions ore there - all the
characters ore astonishingly beautiful, standing out
against the grime of the Lower East Side of New
York. All the killings ore shown in their full-blooded
glory. No 'designer violence' here, a lo 'Miomi Vice'
or 'The A Team'. Morrissey does o fine line in bits of
brain left sticking to walls after being shot out of some
poor Puerto Rican's skull.
'Mixed Blood' is on unpleasant film. If this is what
American society considers a good laugh, then God
help the rest of us, because where America leads,
Britain unfortunately follows.
One of the most depressing films I've ever seen,
'Mixed Blood' makes you leave the cinema feeling
dirty and needing a bath. As a chilling indictment of
one school of present day American thought, it's a
fascinating study. As the piece of entertainment that
the director swears it is - it stinks.
Eleanor Levy
• BEAUTY AND sleaze combine in the depressing
'Mixed Blood'

~lUf f AND NON~f N~f
Out there In the blaclc night - around every corner and lurking in dork alleyways - is The Stuff. A
modem terror far the junk society, waiting to gobble
you up, just os you hav" gobbled endless streoms of
Big Mac$. shakes ond fries.
'The Stuff' is the latest film from Larry Cohen, exscriptwriter for 'Columbo' and a man who has since
mode his name through writing and directing off-beat
exploitation movies like 'Bone', 'Block Caesar' ond the
demon-baby horror flick 'It's Alive'. 'The Private F"es
Of J Edgar Hoover' and 'Q - The Winged Serpent'
also confirmed him as a prominent figure in on ever
developing_ market for teenage cinema.
'The Stuff' is a sotirical assault on our modem eating
habits and, again, is likely lo be enjoyed most by the
younger elements of its audience.
"Yl!IS, ifs particularly appealing to teenagers becouse they eot a lot of junk food and drink those
shakes.• Larry explains. "Nobody knows what's in
them - they're purely chemiccll" Lorry explains.
Then the film is a serious attack on junk culturei
"Sure; he answers. •ev,,n tliough ifs a comedy, I dq
toke this film seriously. If Is about something. Few
pictures these day, ore a bout anything.
•1 have a biz:arre sense of humour and I'd rather teD
something in a funny way. My pictures ore like political cartoons. This one's about the inherel)t problems in
the fast-food cycle. Sometimes politico! cartoons ore
more effective than o long editorial.
"I'm not a fanatic, but I om concerned about the
future well-being of my children. The situation's extroordinory . . . People stopped eating meat because
of all the added hormones. Instead they ate fish. Now
we've discovered all the fish are p<)isoQe<i by pollution. So the latest thing is 'natural' food - but you
don't know what you're picking up there eitherl It's
amazing that we're able to survive at all The human
being is a truly amazing machine."

lt'1 not only people's eoting habits which ore of
concern to Cohen. In 'The Stuff' the military figure is
portrayed as a particularly ludicrous character.
"In America we're having a resurgence of Romboism right now," he laughs. •A total revisionism of history. And there are so many popular vigilante movies
- 'Death Wish', 'Dirty Horry' and so on. But what
really Is amazing, is tbot oil the young people who
protested against the unjust Vietnam war - who all
got their heads bashed by the police - are oil running out to see 'Rombo'.
"They'l('e forgotten. They've been taken in completely by the whole new craze. They're the ones who're
going to see 'Death Wish' and voting for Ronald
Reagon. It's on omoz:ing reversal.
•Americans forget really quickly. They con go
through a whole Watergate situation ond 10 years
later again be taken in by the same ki,ld of lies and
again fall into the some cycle of gullibility. As a critical
humorist, my job is not to go with the current tnmdl'
Mike Mitchell
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beginnings, and fflOY8d to the great
soloon stylists of old; Tony Bennett, Vic
Oomone-0nd Sinatra. He crooned, ·

THE COCTEAU TWINS
'Vlctorialand' (4AD CAD 62)
SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES
'Tinderbox' (Polydor SHELP 3)
There's something o little sod about
this. Te n yeors of samng the som~ .
doomed ship across the same wnthmg,
poisonous sea.
Every now and then, they w~eathe
themselves in their cold obsessions,
and step overboard to _whip up a swirl
of hissing, icy pop. But ,s this bo~d .
walking on waler, or i~ it dro~mng m
its own whirlpool? Neither... 1ust
treading woter.
As o Banshees' album, this is octually
quite good. A shade lighter than 'Ju
Ju', less ragged than 'Hy?eno', and for
sofer than 'Kaleidoscope . The Banshee
principle is intact. The ice-hag voice
claws al our fears ond insecurities,
those hollow drums scoller nicely, and
that top-heavy, spider bite guitar
swoops and chills.
We already know the siclde-shorp
pleasures of the obvious pop moments,
'Cities In DusY and 'Condyman'. As for
the rest 'Parties Foll' builds into a
clever ~elodrama of morbid alienation
ond inverted harmonies, 'This UnresY is
a sleepless mood piece, for late night
landscapes, and 'Land's End' is o
tender flickering Siouxsie rhyme.
But ~here does all that gel us? Still
aboard the same ship, savouring the
odd deathly thrill, but looking more
and more like rock troopers.
The Banshees should be writing film
scores for thriller movies. In isolation,
'Tinderbox' is a gale, but in history, iYs
a dead sea.■■■

Roger Morton

The Cocteau Twins have always dealt
in moods rather than words. Like
singing along to a favourite song that
you can't quite work o~t the ~ords to,
you make the oppropnole noises,
however meaningless, and it all feels
right somehow.
.
'Victoriolond' is just what you'd
expect o Cocteau Twins album lo .
sound like - ambient sounds; beautiful
vocals - one moment soaring
heavenward, the next quiet and
understated.
In a way it's too much like you'd
expect. Th~re's no challenge laid d.o wn
by those soothing sounds; no surpnses.
Ti~es like 'Lazy Calm' and 'l.ittte
Spacey' sum up the feel of this album
perfe~y. It's to sit bock and ~bsorb. for
inner tranquility rather thon stimula!1on,
reminiscent of the instrumental sections
of 'Low' or 'Heroes'.
Indeed, 'Throughout The Dark
Months Of April Or Moy' hos o
definite Worsowa' feel about ii.
Visions of chanting and wailing walls
abound.
For what it is, 'Victorialand' is well
up to the Cocteaus' e~ceptional
standards. But for a bond whose name
is synonymous with experimentation,
it's a little safe to be a classic.■■■■

Eleanor Levy
V IC GODARD 'T.R.O.U.B.L.E.'
(Rough Trade Rough 86)
Some five years ago, long b!3fore
Sode and her Soho cohorts hod
shoehorned their way into fashionable
jazz, he was there. Vic Godard had
already tumed his back on his punk

played with swing rhythms, and
wonned a few heom along the away.
1.R.0.U.8.LE.' was recorded in
1983, but shelved becouse it 'wasn't
commerciaY. His singing might be
wobbly, sllre, but Vic's d.tivery is
immacutale, and his lyrical talents
second to none.
Listen to the deft obseivalions in
'Chain Smoking' or 'Stop That Girt' (o
lalin ~ ol the 19flt single), or
the c!own=at-heel pathos of 'Ml11
Sadie'. If, scrappy in places, but ·
sometimes It's just awaome. And
thenl's a· special thumbs-up to Wortcing
W..¥s Simon Booth for a sympathetic

pnxluction throughout.
One of tlf.'s g...at llnderachievel'$;
Vic Godard wil never be consiltent or
ombiiaus enough lo secure any real
dalUs in the music world. Thanlcfuly
though, a record like this occasionaly
~ l o remind 115 ofo neglected
talent, and one of the more chonning
penonafities around. A good album,
ond a must for young loven
-rywhere.■■■■ Stuart Baille
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commercial acumen. Even when the
lyrics were pure banality, like
Whodunit', there was that zesty sound
and soothing unison singing to pull you
around to their dance classics.
For three years they produc~d
quality disposable pop that's shll the
first to hond when radio DJs get fed
up of today's pop; songs like 'More
Than A Woman', 'It Only Tokes A
Minute', 'Don't Toke Away The Music'
and 'Heaven Must Be Missing An
Angel'.
Shalamar's ship also come in when
they teamed up with producer Leon
Sylvers after they were created by US
TV's 'Soul Train'. With cousins Jody
Worley and Jeffrey Doniel handling
the visual side and Howard Hewell
taking care of vocal business, th.ey hit
the d isco pop nerve of 1982 with
unerring accuracy with the tracks from
the ' Friends' album.
But the formula of quality, melody
and good promotion was o one-off as
the clearly off-target 'The Look' release
that followed their golden age
showed. But songs like 'I Can Make
You Feel Good', 'There It Is' and
earlier gems like 'Make That Move',
'Toke That To The Bank' and 'I Owe
You One' make this a treasure trove of
pop. Both ■■■■

Mike Gardner
ART OF NOISE 'In V isible
SIience' (China Records WOL 2)

TAVARES 'The Very Best Of
Tavares' (Capitol) SHALAMAR
'The Greatest Hits' (Stylus)
As personali~es, the family Tovares Pooch, Ralph, Chubby, Butch and Tiny
- rank alongside the Invisible Man
and Steve 'Interesting' Davies. They
were always a faceless second division
outfit. But under the production wings
of ex-Motown man Freddie Perren
they were able to produce the
professional goods to Perren's

F REEZE 0 UT
FR EEZE OUT
FREEZE OUT
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A smug record. Art Of Noise mig.ht
have promised you o sound, but m
their finest moments - 'Beatbox',
'Moments In Love', 'Close To The Edit'
- they were only defining the limits of
their ambition.
'In Visible Silence' is a safe,
conservative record. A record that
simply skirts around the noises and
textures and themes that the Art Of
Noise have already fully explored. It's
a comfortable record, o ne for the red
framed glosses and CD set. Smart arse,
but not smart. Cowardly.
Of course that doesn't mean it
doesn't sound nice, but just as their
competent cover of 'Peter Gunn: was a
pointless exercise, the rest here 1s mere
fluff to a good idea.
As wallpaper goes, this is nicely
textured.■■1h

Jim Reid
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Erm, well, the Blow Monkeys
aren 't exactly innocent young boys ...
Their Seven Deadly Sins are ex~racted by Eleanor 'Wicked Glint'
Levy. Portraits of Dorian Gray: Joe
Shutter
e The musical grapevine has always been a -buzz with stories about Dr Robert.
Tongues wag, fingers point, while hearts bleed with love -

or loathing.

It's simple, really. You either succumb totally to the most perfect set of
teeth since the Osmonds. or fling cries of 'arrogant bastard' Doctor-ward.
The most enviable cheekbones in pop are currently accommodating a glass of
red wine -

their third -

in the bar of the YMCA in London's Tottenham

Court Road. Initial aloofness is gradual ly displaced by self-mocking humour and
a tendency to giggle.
Beside him is Mick, Blow Monkeys bassist -

a true gentleman in bowler

and strategically placed sideburns. Arrer two years of threatening to take over
the charts with their unique blend of sleek and sleaze, the Blow Monkeys finally
got the hit their disciples craved for and their attackers feared.
The sublime 'Digging Your Scene' is now followed by 'Wicked Ways',
another track from the quartet's second album 'Animal Magic', and a title likely
to add extra fuel to the rumours that the good Doctor is already a soul
beyond redemption -

nudge, nudge , w ink. wink, say no more.

"I'm not very wicked," pouts Robert, while Mick looks into his Pils. But if
they're not wicked, what is it all about?
2:2 RN\
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What is 'Wicked Ways' about?
Robert: "It's like most of the other
songs on the LP - which ore obout
guilt, I suppose. It's sort of self-effacing
ond guilt ridden."
Guilt about what?
R: "rm not going to tell you: (Long
pouse to reconsider). 'Well,
everybody's got wicked woys haven't
they? Hoven'! they?" (Costing
desperote glonce towords Mick).
Mick: "Yup."
R: 'Well, it started off as quite a sexual
thing, I think. That's whot I wonted. The
demo hod whips on it and stuff like
that, but when RCA heord it - not
that I pay any ottention to what they
soy - they said it was going to be a
single and we wonted lo make a video
for ii that would get shown, so we
edited out the whips. There is o scream
on the end, though."
A scream of pleasure or pain?
R: 'Well, they're inextricably mixed on
that porticulor song."
Why whips In the first place?
R: "They were supposed to be sounds
of me whipping myself. It was just o
phase I was going through." (Half
smile, eyes glinting).
'What that song is about is the way
thot I just don't get on with women
very well. It's not that I hate women or
don't und~rstond them, I find that I just
don't get on with them. It's usually
a lways my foul!."
What's the nastiest thing
you've ever done to
someone?
·
R: "I once put a cigarette out on a
friend's forehead ... In a cab ... By
mistake. That was pretty wicked. Oh!"
(worming to the subject), "one of the
wickedest things I ever did - oh Jesus,
I don't know if I ought lo say this,"
(pause, broin whim round, smile
comes to the half pursed lips), "you
know that TV show 'The Wide Awake
Club'? They ask Aippont questions a ll
the lime and the presenter said Whot
did you give your mother on Mother's
Day?'. I just said 'Oh, she's been dead
10 yeors.' And she was watching it.
She took it well though. She's looking
OK now.

CV l

•1 don't know why I soy things like
that. It wasn't even funny. It's really
perverse and it gets me in trouble. It
embarrossed them, which is what I
wonted it to do because it look the
attention off me. Which is really stupid
when you've deliberately gone on
television . . ."
M: •1 can't be wicked, I'm just a really
nice bloke. I like to impress people."
R: "It's true. Nev, the sax player, is
wicked, Tony, the drummer's Welsh
and wicked, but Mick's just a really
nice lod. His sideburns are wicked
though."
What other wicked ways do
these Blow· Monkeys indulge
in, then?
R: "I like winding up policemen. I live
in Brixton ,and I hale 18-yeor-old
rookie caps coming up to me and
asking me what I'm doing - when I'm
just innocently hanging around a
public toilet - or something."
What do you do to them?
R: "Just childish things like colling them
names and running away. We've got
an air riAe - well, a friend of mine's
got on air rifle - and he quite likes,
you know ... aiming it.
"I lie o lot as well. That's my
wickedest trait. I'm a pathological liar
and ii gels me in trouble."
A pair of pathological, guilt
ridden liars, obsessed with
policemen and facial hair?
What other sins can they be
guilty of? Envy?
M: "Not really."
R: "Yes you are! You're envious of
me."

.

M: 'Whal colour am I?" (bassist turns,
becoming shade of pink), "I do envy
Robert. He's on the front cover of the
album and I'm on the back."
R: "Ooh! Now we're getting lo it."
But back to envy - Robert?
R: "I envy Poul Weller because he's s.o
thin. I envy Billy Bragg because he's
such a great guitar player," (I swear,
not o troce o f a smile accompanies this
statement), "and I envy . .". No, there's
no-one else.
"I wish I didn't hove facial hair.
That's what I envy about women. I

/'

think that insieod of having o nose job
- which some people soy I need cs
well - 111 prpbobly hove electrolysis.
It's quite expensive - but it's pretty
painless."
You c:ome ac:ross as being
very narcissistic and obsessed
with your appearance. Do you
suffer from vanity?
R: "I think you've got to, to o certain
e)(!ent - everybody does. I'm not o
walking ego - not like some people I
know.
"I'm just confident about our music
and where we stand with it. There's
nothing guilty about glamour - as
long os you do it well. Maybe I om o
bit showbiz - or tacky - or o bit
Shirley Bossey, but I like that. I think
More Almond's turning into Shirley
Bossey. He's good - I like him. I like
people like that."
M: "I'm vain about my sideburns. I'm
infatuated with them. If I think one side
is higher than the other, I shove them
off end start again. I've hod them since
I was about two. They've been off o
few times. I won't let any hairdresser
touch them. I do ii oll myself."
After one 'deadly sin', another
- lust. Are you a lustful
person, Robert?
R: "Yeah."
Any partic:ular type you lust
after?
R: "No, I'm not fussy."
What about greed?
R: "Gweed?"
No, greed.
R: "Oh, g-r-eed." (Laughing at himself
end looking pointedly al Mick who
looks o.s though he's about to deny it).
"Oh, come on .. ."
M: "I never experienced greed until
we got in the charts, then I just wonted
it to keep going up. I suppose that's o
form of g reed."
R: "Yes, but what about what you

ean·

M: (Reddening more) "Yeah, I'm very
lucky. I've always been nine stone, I
con eat what I wont."
R: "You've got wormsl No, he's
greedy. I've never seen anyone eat
like that.'
M: "While he doesn't eat. We've
been together two years and I've
never seen him eot."
R: •1 don't think I hove o weight
problem, but I'm paranoid about it
because I used to be fat. I still think I
could lose o stone - at least. When
we started the group I was really fat. It
was like Pere Ubu wasn't it?"
M: "Nearly put me off joining the
bond."
R: "I'm greedy for chocolate. I still
shoplift for chocolate - family bars
from Woolworths. If I got caught it'd
be so embarrassing."

Why do you think you do
that?
R: "The glamour! No, I don't know."
Do you think you sec:retly
want to get caught? (rm
photographer offering helpful
psychoanalysis).
R: "Maybe that's what it is. I wont to
gel caught and I wont to be punished."
How would you like to be
punished though?Jrm
photographer sud enly more
Interested). Now we're getting
to ltl
R: "I don't know. Force me to eol it I
suppose. Punishment's a very personal

thing on'd I'm not prepared lo divulge
how I'd like to be punished ... In case
you print it.
"I'm a bit paranoid about my weight
though, it's o touchy subject. Go end
gel me a sandwich!"
So Mick's greedy for food what about gluttony In its
other forms?
M: •A glutton for punishment? Umm.
1-'m deliberately late sometimes - to
see what people's reactions would be.
Probably lo see how for people will
go in chastising me."
Both secretly masochists then?
R: "I'm not secret, no."
M: "I told you, I'm o nice boy."
R: "You know, it's the old cliche. If you
hove o strict, semi-religious upbringing,
where you:re taught lo be ashamed of
your body or sex, then as soon os you
get out in the big wide world on your

own, you're bound to explore . .. And
that's what I did. I was lucky. I'm not
going to soy any more." (smirking)
"Lucky that I didn't catch ... any fatal
diseases!"
A final deadly sin - anger?
Robert's a Chelsea supporter.
He must be full of rage and
hatred.
R: "When we rehearse and stuff, and
someone makes o mistake, I don't hove
lo soy anything, it's just o look."
M: "I'v e got all these bruises down my
leg where I've been kicked for ploying
bum notes. That's why I'm a glutton for
punishment because I do it
deliberately."
R: "I've got o very bod temper, I can't
control ii. My parents - oh God, I'll
get in trouble for this - but my mother
hos a very violent temper end we used
lo fight. She hit me once with o guitar

- my acoustic guitar - right over the
heod.
"I retolioted - sor1 of. Not on her,
but I storied thumping the wall quite
hard - I don'! tend to hit people. She
called the police and they come round
to our Rot.
"These two guys were young. I was
about 1 6 - just about leaving, and
they must hove been l 8 and they
were like the Freud squad. They were
trying to tell me what I should be
doing in life. That's why I've got this
thing about policemen. I enjoy dressing
up ... No, maybe not.'
But what of the future? How
will a world run by Blow
Monkeys shape up?
M: "I won't be satisfied until I see
thousands of dones with l-shoped
sideburns."
R: ·God forbid."
R N'I. 23
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Genesis P Orridge,
Salvador Dali of pop,
discusses his obsession
with Brian Jones,
Psychic TV, Samantha
Fox and sex with a
trembling Robin
Smith. Starshots: Joe
Shutter
From beyond the grave, Brian Jones
has given his approval to Psychic TV's
'Godstar' single. Accord ing to Psychic
TV's leader Genesis P Orridge, the
Rolling Stones guitarist, who was found
dead in his swimming pool in 1969, left a
very special message on a tape when they
recorded their tribute to him.
They left the tape running and shut off
all exterior sound. When they played the
tape back, they heard the distinctive
sound of somebody tapping ouc the
rhythm of the song.
"The atmosphere in the studio went
very cold. The engineers really freaked
out," says Genesis. "We heard the exact
rhythm of the chorus of the song 'And
you were so beautiful. You were so very
special'. It was a strange metallic noise.
I'm sure it was-Brian.
"I didn't beiicve in mysterious spiritual
things. I only believed in the power of
the brain. But now I think I will have to
change my opinion.
"I have been co Brian"s grave to
commune w ith him. But quite honestly I
don't think he's there. I think he has yet
to come back to earth."
Genesis became obsessed with the life
and times of Brian Jones when he was a
teenager. He bought one of the Stones'
early singles 'Come On' and he went to a
record ing of the TV Show "Thank Your
Lucky Scars', 'The Tube" of its day.
"I had a free ticket so I went along to
the studio. I remember coming round a
corner and there was Mick Jagger. I
nearly knocked a Coke out his hand.
"I asked for his autograph and he
Invited me ~p co the canteen to meet the
rest of the Rolling Stones. I looked at
Brian and there seemed to be this kind of
glow about him. He was ethereal.
"I always liked the way Brian held his
head. There was a certain kind of
arrogance about him. He was also the
innovator in the Stones. If someone
brought out a new instrument he would
be the first person to have It, If he was
alive today he would be using Emulators
and that kind of thing.
"When Brian died, the Stones died. As
far as I am concerned he made the group.
When the Stones did 'Sunday Night At
The London Palladium', he,,c ame on
wearing make up and extravagant clothes,
The papers were full of it for days
afterwards. He had class an<;I style.
2 6 R Iv\

told the full story.

"In many ways Brian became the
Stones' scapegoat. They were becoming
smorter. They were getting all the smart
lawyer,; and managers In. He began co be
squeezed out.
"Today, I think the Stones are
desperate. 'Harlem Shuffle' was quite
pathetic. It was ironic it was released the
same week we released 'Godscar'. We
certainly seem co have got better
reviews."

Researching, writing and recording
'Godscar' cook a year. Genesis says he's
notched up an overdraft with his labour
of love.
"I don't know why it's taken so long co
record chis tribute, it just happened that
way," he says. "I think we've done the
single ,n the best possible taste."
Before recording the single, Genesis
says he wrote co Brian's parents asking
chem if they would approve his project.
They wrote back saying that although
their son's death still upset them deeply,
he could go ahead with their blessing.
In his quest for information about
Brian, Genesis even managed co crack
down the mortidan who embalmed

\

Brian's body.
"He told me Brian's insides were so
rotten that he would have died in six
months' time anyway," says Genesis.
"There was no way his body could cope
with that amount of drink and drugs."
It seems likely that the single will
rekindle bad memories for the people
who knew Brian closely. Genesis tells me
chat the Stones definitely don't approve
of what he's done. But with the tragic
death of Brian, this is hardly surprising.
He was found dead in the swimming
pool ac his home in Hartfield, Sussex on
July 3, 1969. The coroner's report said
high levels of alcohol and barbiturates
were in Brian·s bloodstream, but
attributed hi, death to "misadventure".
For years though, there have been
many rumours and much speculation
about Brian·, demise. Since he recorded
'Godscar·, Genesis says he's been picking
up information about Brian's last hours.
He's heard a tale that on the night of
Brian's death an aide was hastily
despatched to the house to "Clear things
up". He's also heard of a Sixties pop star
who says he knows what really happened
on the night Brian died, but has never

Even though the Sixties were quite a
tragic time, Genesis says they were very
stimulating as w,11. and he'll never forget
them.
"Creatively it was a very exciting
period. There was a really good
underground press which had something
to say. I'm not ashamed to say I love the
Sixties. even though people might put a
hippy label on me.
"We've been told by people like
Malcolm Mclaren that we must forget
the Sixties, that we must go around in
black. I'm sure that's why a lot of the
youth today is troubled so much."
Even at the age of 36, with a wife and
two kids, Genesis says that music with •
the ever uncompromising Psychic TV is
stlII his passion.
"If this single reaches out to a wider
audience for us then I'm happy. I'm
certainly ready to do Top Of The Pops'
or 'Saturday Superstore'. i have two
children, I'm a total person.
"All of Psychic TV's work has been
individual projects. In the past we have
done things just for a selection of our
audience. Sometimes we haven't even
advertised them because they've been so
specialised. Psychic TV are so strong.
We're capable of doing anything.
"We've done a very good pop single.
hate the fact that pop has so onen been
turned into a dirty word. Good pop
singles become classic songs for all time. I
have a collection of classic pop singles at
home."
To prove his point, Genesis says he'd
like nothing better than to work with

Samantha Fox!
"I saw her on breakfast television this
morning. She was on an aircran carrier or
something, surrounded by all these sailors
banging out a tune on bombs and bits of
weapons. It was fantastic.
"Her song is an unpretentious pop
single. It doesn't pretend to be anything
it isn 'c. Samantha's a very lucky girl to
achieve all that she's achieved at the age
of 19.
"I've tried to develop many ways co
stimulate myself. I want to be the
Salvador Dali of pop, not the Phil Collins.
· If I had wanted to be a scar in the
traditional sense I would have done it
years ago.
"Psychic TV is a wonderful band to be
in, we stimulate on all levels. Sexuality has
always been at the roots of pop music. If
you go to a pop concert you should feel
as excited as the first time you get off
with a girl. On stage I like to grab
people.
"I think that sex has been sanitised and
packaged in a nice neat way by many
people. George Michael has castrated it.
At one concert we did in Germany
people were t hrowing dildos and teddy
bears on stage. What a wonderful
situation that was."

At a concert in Switzerland, Genesis
says he got so involved when he did
'Godstar' that he broke down into floods
of tears.
"It all came up inside me, I felt very
couched by t he song and the meaning.
The song is an honest tribute to Brian
and what he did. I hope he is proud."

' .._......
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THE HEAT OF HEAT, Patti Austin, Qwest
THIS IS MY LIFE, Eartha Kitt, Record Shack
IF YOU WERE A WOMAN {AND I WAS A MAN}, Bonnie Tyler,
CBS
SHE KNOWS, Balaam And The Angel, Virgin
GIVE IT UP FOR LOVE, Steven Dante. Cooltempo
GO DSTAR, Psychic TV/Angel, Of Light, Temple
YOU'D BETTER NOT FOOL AROUND, Haywoode, CBS
GRAPEVINE, Edwin Starr, Hippodrome
STARTING TOGETHER, Su Pollard, Rainbow l\l!R◄
GOTTA FIND A WAY, Russ Brown, IO Records
THE MUSIC OF GOODBYE, Melissa Manche.ster/AIJarreau, MCA
PROSPECTS, Made In England, Red Bus
SANCTIFY YOURSELF, Simple Minds. Virgin SMI
MODERN TIMES, Latin Quarter, Rcxkin Horse
IMAGINATION, Belouis Some, Parlophone
YOUR PRAYER TAKES ME OFF, Double, Polydor POSP7B4
YOU CAN DO IT {IT'S SO EASY), Dino Terrell, Lovebeat
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A DIFFERENT CORNER, Geor¥ Michael. ~ ic 0
LIVING DOLL, Cliff Richard And he Young nes, WEA □
ROCK ME AMADEUS, Falco. A&M
(,, KIND OF MAGIC, Queen, EMI
TOUCH ME {I WANT YOUR BODY), Samantha Fox, Jive 0
WONDERFUL WORLD, Sam Cooke, RCA 0
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING, Real Thing, PRT 0
TRAIN OF THOUGHT, A-Ha, Warner Bros
ALL THE THINGS SHE SAID, Simple Minds, Virgin
LOOK AWAY, Big Country. Mercury
SECRET LOVERS, Atlantic Starr. A&M
PETER GUNN, Art Of Noise And Duane Eddy, China
E= MC2 , Big Audio Dynamite, CBS
CAN'T WAIT .&.NOTHER MINUTE, Five Star, Tent
HAVE YOU EVER HAD IT BLUE, Style Council, Polydor
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY!,Janetjackson, A&M
THE FINEST, SOS Band, Tabu
CHAIN REACTION, Diana Ross, Capitol □
HI HO SILVER~THEME FROM BOON),Jlm Diamond, A&M
C'MON C'MO , Bronski Beat, Forbidden Fruit
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, David Bowie, Virgin
IS Y OUR LOVE STRONG ENOUGH, ~ Ferry, EG
HELLO DARLING, T~a Irie, UK Bubble Greensleeve,
OVERJOYED, Stevie onder, Motown
K,YRIE, Mr Mister, RCA
JUST SAY NO, Cast of Grange Hill, BBC RESLI 83
MARLENE ON THE WALL, Suzanne Vega. A&M
DRIVING AWAY FROM HOME~IM'S TUNE), It's Immaterial, Siren
DIGGING YOUR SCENE, Blow onkeys, RCA
LOVE COMES QUICKLY, Pet Shop Boys, Parlophone
MANIC MONDAY, Bangles, CBS
KISS, Prince And The Revolution, Paisley Park
GREATEST LOVE OF ALL, Whltn;:ri Houston, Arista
THIS IS LOVE, Gary Numan, Numa U 16
DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE/THE POWER OF LOVE, Huey Lewis
And The News, Chry,alis 0
STROLLIN' ON, Maxi Priest, IO Records
l'LL KEEP ON LOVING YOU, Princess, Supreme SUPE I05
SOME PEOPLE, Belouis Some, Parlorihone
YOU AND ME TONIGHT, Aurr-., 0 Records TEN7 I
MOVE AWAY, Culwre Club, Virgin
STARS, Hear 'n' Aid, Vertigo HEARi
TENDER LOVE, Force MDs, Tommy Boy
WHY CAN'T THIS BE LOVE, Van Halen, Warner Bros
SHELLSHOCK, New Order, Factory
THERE' LL BE SAD SONGS (TO HAKE YOU CRY), Billy Ocean,
Jive
AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, Foster And Allen, Ritz
CAN 'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE , Lick The Tins, Sedition
THE THINGS THE LONELY DO, Amuulu. Island
SO MACHO, Slnltta, Fanfare
HARLEM SHUFFLE, Rolling Stone,, Rolli~ Stone>/CBS
ROUGH BOY, ZZ Top, Warner Bros W2 3
ALL AND ALL,Joyce Sims, London LO N94
SERIOUS, Serious Intention, London
THE HONEYTHIEF, Hipsway, Mercury
PRISONER OF LOVE, Millis Scott, Fourth & Broadway
{NOTHING SERIOUS))UST BUGGIN', Whistle, Champion
LOVE MISSILE Fl-11, S~u•Siu• Sputnik. Parlophone
ROCK ME TONIGHT { OR LO TIMES SAKE), Freddie Jackson,
Capitol
FUNNY HOW LOVE IS, Fine Young Cannibals, London
TRUTH OR DARE, Shirley Murdock, Elektra
NO ONE IS TO BLAME, Howard Jones, WEA
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH THE TOUGH GET GOING,
Billy Ocean,Jive 0
l'M IN LOVE, Ruby Turner, Jive
SOMEONE TO SOMEBODY, Feargal Sharkey, Virgin
A BROKEN HEART CAN MEND, Alexander O'Neal, Tabu
DARE TO DREAM, Viola Wills, Streetwave
THEME FROM NEW YORK NEW YORK, Frank Sinatra, Reprise 0
THESE DREAMS, Heart, Capitol
HEAVEN MUST BE MISSING AN ANGEL, Tavares, Ca~ol
BACK WITH THE BOYS AGAIN/GET IT RIGHT.Joe
in,
Towerbell
RIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES, Wax, RCA
ELOISE, Damned, MCA GRIM◄
IF YOU WERE HERE TONIGHT, Alexander O'Neal, Tabu
WHAT YOU NEED, lnxs, Mercury INXSS
WE'VE GOT THE WHOLE WORLD AT OUR FEET, England
World Cup Squad 1986, Columbia D89128
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IRRESTISTIBLE, Stephanie, Carrere
LOVE'S GONNA LAST, Steve Myers, Pressure
SHEEP, Housemartlns, Go' Discs
l'M FASCINATED, Temptations, Motown Z8◄0621
NO PROMISES, lcehou.e, Chrysalis CHS2978
SNOOKER LOOPY, Match room Mob with Chas And Dave, Rockney
POT I
A LOVE BIZARRE, Sheila E, Warner Bros W8890
HERE I GO AGAIN, Toyin, Crimin>! BUS I
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HITS <4, Various, CBS/WEA/RCA *
BROTHERS IN ARMS, Dire Strait,, Vertigo ** *
HUNTING HIGH ANO LOW, A-Ha, Warner Bros *
PLEASE, Pet Shop Boys, Parlophone
WHITNEY HOUSTON, Whitney Houston, Arista □
PARADE, Prince And The Revolution, Wamer Bros
HITS FOR LOVERS, Various, Epic O
NO JACKET REQUIRED, Phil Collins, Virgin ** *
ONCE UPON A T IME, Simple Minds, Virgin *
WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD, Mr Mister, RCA □
RENDEZVOUS, Jean Michel Jarre, Polydor
THE GREATEST HITS, Shalamar, Strlus O
HEART TO HEART, Various, K-Tel O
DIRTY WORK, Rolling Stones, Rolling Stone,ICBS
ROCKY IV, Original Soundtrack. Scotti Brothers 0
SI SO, Van Halen, Warner Bros
BE YOURSELF TONIGHT, Eurythmics, RCA * *
BLACK CELEBRATION, Depeche Mode, Mute 0
THE TV HITS ALBUM VOL 2, Various, Towerbell
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, Original Soundtrack, Virgin
ANIMAL MAGIC, Blow Monkeys. RCA PL70910
STREET SOUNDS 16, Various, Streec,ourds
HOUNDS OF LOVE, Kate Bush, EMI *
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THE COLOUR OF SPRING, Talk Talk. EMI 0
FROM LUXURY TO HEARTACHE, Culture Club, Virgln O
LIKE A VIRGIN, Madonna. Sire ***
THIS IS BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE, Big Audio Dynamite, CBS
QUEEN GREATEST HITS, Queen. EMI * * *
GO WEST, Go West, Chrysalis*
HIS GREATEST HITS - NEW YORK NEW YORK, Frank
Sinatra, Reprise 0
WORLD MACHINE, Level ◄2, Pjdor *
THE DREAM OF THE BLUET RTLES, Sting, A&M *
TURBO,c!"das Priest, CBS CBS26641
LITTLE REATURES, Talking Heads, EMI 0
SONGS FROM THE BIG CHAIR, Tears For fears, Mercury ***
EATEN ALIVE, Diana Ross, Capitol
ISLAND LIFE, Grace Jones, Island D
SUZANNE VEGA, Suzanne Vega. A&M
THE HYMNS ALBUM, Huddersfield Choral Society, HMV
ALEXANDER O 'NEAL, Alexander O'Neal, Tabu
LUXURY OF LIFE, Five Star, Tent D
BOYS AND GIRLS, Bryan ferry, EG
HIPSWAY, Hlpsway, Mercury MERH8S
THE CINEMA HITS ALBUM, Various, Towerbell D
THE BROADWAY ALBUM, Barbra Streisand, CBS □
ROCK ANTHEMS 2, Various, K-Tel NE 13190
BALANCE OF POWER, Electric Light Orchestra, EpicO
SUDDENLY, Billy Oceanive 0
ALCHEMY, Dire Straits, ertigo *
,
MATT BIANCO, Matt Bianco WEA
THE UNFORGETTABLE FIRE, U2, Island*
LOVE OVER GOLD, Dire Straiu, Vertigo **
BIG WORLD, Joe Jackson, A&M
PROMISE, Sade, Epic *
THE FIRST ALBUM, Madonna, Sire *
FACE VALUE, Phil Collins. Virgin **
HEART, Heart, Capitol
BORN IN THE USA, Bruce Springsteen, CBS * * *
MAKIN' MOVIES, Dire Straiu, Vertigo**
FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS, Fine Young CaMibals, London 0
NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC 6,
Various, EMINirgin
*
SPARKLE IN THE RAIN, Simple Minds, Virgin O
ROCK A LITTLE, Stevie Nicks, Parlophone
ROCK ME TONIGHT, Freddie Jacluon, Capitol
SPORTS, Huey Lewis And The News, Chrysalis 0
CUTS LIKE A KNIFE, Bryan Adams, A&M
HELLO, I MUST BE GOING, Phil Collins, Virgin
RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac, Warner Bros * * *
DIFFERENT LIGHT, Bangles, CBS
FEARGAL SHARKEY, feargaJ Sharkey, Virgin V2360 D
CHILDREN IN THE NIGHT, 52nd Street, 10 Records DIX25
RECKLESS, B6ln Adams, A&M *
PICTURE BO K, Simply Red, Elektra 0
UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY, U2, Island **
ALONE, Nana Mouskouri, Philips
THE TV HITS ALBUM, Various, Telebell TVLP3 0
MUSIC OF THE ANDES, Incantation, Nouveau MusicO
PRIVATE DANCER, Tina Turner, Capitol**
STREETSOUNDS HIP HOP ELECTRO 11, Various, Streetsounds
AMERICAN DREAMS, Various, Starblend SLTD 12
DIAMOND LIFE, Sade. Epic ** *
MEAN BUSINESS, Firm, Atlantic
CAN'T SLOW DOWN, Lionel Richie, Motown* * *
THE DANCE HITS ALBUM, Various, Towerbell 0
NIGHT BEAT 2, Various, Stylus O
GREATEST HITS VOL I AND 2, Billly Joel, CBS *
JONATHAN KING'S ENTERTAINMENT FROM THE USA,
Various. Stylus D
BEST OF BLONDIE, Blondie, Ch~r•lis CDLTVI *
JENNIFER RUSH, Jennifer Rush, C S CBS26488 *
MISPLACED CHILDHOOD, Marillon, EMI MRL2 *
HITS 3, Various, CBS/WEA * ,:i
LIVES IN THE BALANCE, Jackson Browne, ~ furn
CARS GREATEST HITS, Cars, Elektra EKT25
JAZZ SINGER, Neil Diamond, Capitol EAST 12120 *
DIRE STRAITS, Dire Straits, Vertigo
THE ULTIMATE SIN, OuJ Osbourne, Eplc O
THE WORKS, Queen, EMI
KING OF AMERICA, Elvis Costello, F Beat
VOICES FROM THE HOLY LAND, BBC Welsh Chorus, BBC
AFTERBURNER, ZZ Top, Warner Bros WX27 O
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I BROTHERS IN ARMS, Dire Straits, Vertigo/Phonogram
4 WHITNEY HOUSTON, Whitney Houston. Arista
DIRTY WORK. Rolling Stones, Rolling Stones/CBS
s BE YOURSELF TONIGHT, Eurythmics, RCA
3 NO JACKET REQUIRED, Phil Collins, Virgin
RENDEZVOUS, Jean-Michel Jam!, Dreyfus/Polydor
2 WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD, Mr Mister, RCA
WIND AND WUTHERING, Genesis, Charisma/Virgin
6 ISLAND LIFE, Grace Jones, Island
II LOVE OVER GOLD, Dire Straits, Vertigo/Phonogram
8 WORLD MACHINE, Level ◄2. Polydor
18 GREATEST HITS, Queen, EMI
12 ONCE UPON A TIME, Simple Minds, Virgin
14 MAKIN' MOVIES, Dire Straits, Vertigo/Phonogram
13 HOUNDS OF LOVE, Kate Bush, EMI
15 PROMISE, Sade, Epic
7 THE SINGLES COLLECTION, Spandau Ballet. Chrysalis
WHO'S ZOOMIN' WHO?, Aretha Franklin, Arista
9 KING OF AMERICA, the Costello Show. RCA
20 ELVIS COSTELLO - THE MAN, Elvis C0stello, Demon
Compiled by Spotlighc Research

*** T riple Platinum (900,000 safes) ** Double Platinum (600,000 sales)
* Platinum (300,000 sales) D Gold (100,000 safes) 0 Sliver (60,000 sales)
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ALCHEMY LIVE, Dire Straits, Channel S
THE VISIONS OF DIANA ROSS, Diana Ross, PMI
HITS ◄ VIDEO COLLECTION, RCA/Columbia
STOP MAKING SENSE, Talking Heads, Palace/PMI
THE SINGLE FILE, Kate Bush, PMI
VIDEO HITS 2, Various Artists, WienerworldNldeo Collection
THE VIRGIN TOUR, Madonna. WEA Music
THE MAKING OF ARENA, Duran Duran, PMI
LIVE IN RIO, Queen, PHI
LIVE IN CONCERT, Dlo. Channel S
WHAMI '85, Wham!, CBS/Fox
THE UNFORGETTABLE FIRE, U2, Island Pictures/Ughcnlng
THE HIGH ROAD, Roxy Music. Chamel 5
LIVE AFTER DEATH, Iron Malden, PMI
DANCE ON FIRE, the Doors. CIC
LIVE IN NEW YORK CITY, Jolv, Lennon, PMI
MIRAGE TOUR, Fleetwood Mac, Channel 5
LIVE, Big Country, Channel 5
THE VIDEO, Wham!, CBS/Fox
GREATEST FUX, Queen, PMI
Complied by Spotlight Research
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ROCK ME AMADEUS, Falco, A&M
A DIFFERENT CORNER, George Michael, Epic
A KIND OF MAGIC, Queen, EM!
ALL THE THINGS SHE SAID, Simple Minds, Virgin
THE FINEST, SOS Band, Tabu
WONDERFUL WORLD, Sam Cooke, RCA
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING, Real Thing. PRT
LIVING DOLL, Cliff Richard And The Young Ones, WEA
LOOK AWAY, Big Country, Mercury
TOUCH ME (I WANT YOUR BODY), Samantha Fox, Jive
SECRET LOVERS, Atlantic Starr, A&M
PETER GUNN, Art Of Noise And Duane Eddy, China
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY, Janet Jackson,
A&M/Polydor
E= MC', Big Audio Dynamite, CBS
CAN'T WAIT ANOTHER MINUTE, Ave Star, Tent/RCA
TRAIN OF THOUGHT, A-Ha, Warner Bros
YOU AND ME TONIGHT, Aurn. 10 Reconls/EMI
HAVE YOU EVER HAD IT BLUE, Style Co..na1. Polydor
THIS IS LOVE, Gary Mm,an. NtMm'l'Rt
f'LL KEEP ON LOVING YOU, Princess. Supn,mcil'RT
RN\ 2 9
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• George Michael registers his
sixth number one hit in less than two
years this week, os his solo smash 'A
Different Comer' displaces Cliff

Richard And The Young Ones'
'Living Doll' at the top of the singles
chart.
George hos previously visited the
summit os o member of Wham! with
'Woke Me Up Before You Go Go',
'Freedom' and 'I'm Your Mon', solo
with 'Careless Whisper' and as o
member of Band Aid on ' Do They
Know It's Christmas'. No other artist
has appeared on os many number one
singles in the whole of the Eighties.
Even more impressively, and
somewhat surprisingly, 'A Different
Comer' is the very first number one
single to be conceived, written,
arranged, produced, ployed and sung
entirely by the same person.
• Several rea ders hove d rown
attention to the fad that Cliff Richard
carved himself a unique niche in chart
history by becoming the first artist to
a chieve o number one hit single in four
differeht decodes when he returned lo
the top recently with ' Living Doll'.
In the Fifties, he scored with 'Living
Doll' and 'Travelling Light'. In the
Sixties he topped with 'Please Don't

A

JONES•

R T

other trios of siblings lo achieve
separate top 20 hits ore Donny,
Marie and Jimmy Osmond, and
the Sarstedt brothers, namely
Robin, Peter and Richard, the
latter of whom recorded as Eden

Kane.
• Following the overwhelming success
of Sam Cooke's reissued 'Wonderful
World' re-popularised by its use in TV's
Levi 501 advert, Motown this week rerelease Marvin Gaye's classic 'I
Heard It Through The Grapevine',
which appears in an oltemote version
of the ad.
Advance orders for Gaye's record, a
number one hit in 1969, have topped
30,000, and its success seems assured
even though on updated version of the
song v,ith its title abbreviated to
'Grapevine' is currently bubbling under
for Marvin's former Motown
stablemate Edwin Starr.

e The formidable Miss Eartha Kitt
returned to the chart last week, when
her latest single 'This Is My Life' made
its debut.
Eartha's first hit, 'Under The Bridges
Of Paris' mode its introductory
appearance on the chart on 1 April
1955, therefore her Iciest success

F I L E

retu med most recently with 'Treal Her
Like A Lady', o hit which bridged
1984/1985. Their latest single, 'I'm
Fascinated', may earn them more chart
honours.
A group which could conceivably
return to the chart and deprive the
Stones of their proud record is the
Four Seasons. They first charted
nearly a year before the Stones, in
October 1962, but have been absent
since 1977. Their new single 'The Book
Of Love' is shaping up like a chart
contender.
Amongst duos, the undisputed
longevity champs are the Everly
Brothers. Their most recent hit, the
Paul McCartney song 'On The
Wings Of A Nightingale' was in the
chart in 1984, 27 years after they
opened their account with 'Bye Bye
Love'.
Returning briefly to Eartha Kitt, it's
noticeable that each of her five hits
has peaked at o lower position than its
predecessor, something which has
been commented on by reader
Michael Kelly of Manchester. Michael
wonders whether any artist has had
more consecutive hits of descending
magnitude. Wonder no more, Michael,
because the wild and wocky Allee
Cooper's entire chart career was a
downward spiral. Alice's first hit
'School's Out', peaked at number one,
subsequent hits reaching four, six, 10,
12, 44, 61, 62 and 66.

• Jennifer Rush's 'The Power Of
Love' has now sold over three million
copies around the world. The latest
country to fall under its spell is Spain,
where it appears twice in the top 10.
The original English version is at
number seven, the Spanish re-make at
number one.

• Prince collects the third number

• EARTHA KITT, premier goddess, celebrates a chart career spanning 31 years

Tease', 'I Love You', 'The Young Ones',
'The Next Time/Bachelor Boy',
'Summer Holiday', 'The Minute You're
Gone' and 'Congratulations'. He very
nearly missed out in the Seventies,
making his mark four months before
the end of the decode with 'We Don't
Telk Anymore'.

e 'What Hove You Done For Me
Lately', the first of several hit singles
from Janet Jackson's stunning
album 'Control' accelerates sharply this
week to earn her o deserved first top
20 hit.
She's the third of Ma and Pa
Jackson's offspring to reach the lop
20, following in the footsteps of big
brothers Mlchae.1 (first hit - 1972)
and Jermaine (19801. The only
30 R N'I.

extends the 58-year-old enigma's
chart career ta more than 31 years,
the lengthiest of any woman.
Amongst male soloists, only Frank
Sinatra hos a longer chart career,
stretching from 1954 right up to the
present day. However, if we exclude
re-entries of old hits (ie - 'New York,
New York') Frank's active chart career
is 26 years, less than Eartha's.
Using the same criterion to establish
which group has the longest active
chert life, the Rolling Stones take
the honours. Their chart debut was on
25 July 1963, their latest appearance
this week. Trailing the Stones are the
Shadows, whose streak of new hits
stretched from 1960 lo 1981. In third
place a re the Temptations, who
first scored in 1965 with 'My Girl', and

one of his ca reer this week with 'Kiss',
the first single from his new album
'Parade', whilst 'Manic Monday', which
he wrote for the Bangles, moves up
to number two.
His last album, 'Around The World In
A Day', yielded four hits, but no
number ones. The last, 'America',
spluttered lo a halt ot number 46, so
the number one posting of 'Kiss' is a
major triumph.
In slightly less than three years, 12
songs written by Prince have made
America's top 1O, something no other
writer can rival. Here's the list, and
unless otherwise stated, Prince is also
the artist.

Little Red Corvette {number
six, 1983)
2 Delirious (number eight, 1983)
3 When Doves Cry (number one,
1984)
4 Let's Go Crazy (number one,
1984)
5 Purple Rain (number two,
1984)

6 I Feel For You, Chako Khan
(number three, 1984)
7 I Would Die For U (number
eight, 1985)
8 Sugar Walls, Sheena Easton
(number nine, 1985)
9 Raspberry Beret (number two,
1985)
10 Pop Life {number seven, 1985 )
11 Kiss (number one, 1986)
1 2 Manic Monday, Bangles
(number two, 1986)
Two more songs written/ co-written
by Prince hove peaked at number 11
- his own 1980 hits 'I Wanna Be
Your Lover', and 'A Love Bizarre', o hit
only weeks ago which he wrote with
and for Sheila E.
• With 'Addicted To Love' surging to
number three in the singles chart,
Robert Palmer is enjoying
unprecedented succe ss in America. His
album 'Riptide' has sold nearly
500,000 copies, and this week sprints
to number 1 5 to become the most
successful of nine albums he's place d
on Billboard's listings. His previous best
effort: 1979's 'Secrets' which reached
number 19.
• Chris Marsha ll of Penza nce writes:
At va rio us times in the past you hove
mentioned the fact that George
Burns had on America n hit at the
age of 83, but who's the oldest
woman lo hove a hit? Is ii Tina
Turner o r, perhaps, Ella
0

Fitzgerald?"
In fact, Chris, the oldest woman lo
have o hit record is comedienne
'Mom:!i' Mobley. Born Loretta Mary
Aitken in Brevard, California in 1897,
she recorded several best-sell,ng
albums of comedy material, but her
only hit single, ironically, was a straight
version of the classic 'Abraham, Mortin
and John'.
In a bottle for chart honours with

Smokey Robinson And The
Miracles, in 1969, when she was 72
years o ld, 'Moms' was narrowly
beaten, her version peaking ot number
35, the Miracles' al number 33. She
died in 1975.

• Started as a Northern Soul offshoot
by Ace Records in 1982, Kent Records
recently released its 50th album in a
series which now includes a wide
spectrum of black American music from
the Sixties and Seventies.
Kent has an enviable ond well
deserved reputation amongst soul
buffs, for constantly unearthing obscure
classics and creating interest in hitherto
unknown recording art~ts.
Much of the credit for its success is
due to Adrian Croasdell.
Croasdell, a Northern Soul fan since

• GEORGE MICHAEL waits anxiously on the 'phone to see if he's reached number
one ...

1968, wifh a massive collection of
rarities, was recruited at the outset to
compile the series, a role he continues
to fulfil, whilst perming enthusiastic
sleeve notes under his nom de plume
of Horboro Horace.
Kent's first album, 'For Dancers
Only', was released in August 1982,
and was aimed fairly and squarely at
the Northern circuit, comprising almost
exclusively l 00 mph slompers. It was
hugely successful, introducing to o
wider audience artists like Mary
Love - a sort of low budget Los
Angeles version of Diana Ross and Danny Monday.
After a couple more successful
compilations, Kent issued its first
individual artist albums - Dyke And
The Blazers' 'So Sharp', and 'The
Impressions', the first of four albums on
the label by the legendary group, and
o 24 carol soul classic which includes
both 'It's Alright' and 'Gypsy Woman',
one of Curtis Mayfleld's most
effective songs.
Subsequent releases have included
albums by Bobby Bland, Irma
Thomas, Jackie Wilson and
Chuck Jackson, amongst others,
but fully two thirds of the label's output
comprises various artists compilations.
Croosdell explains: "Though there
ore numerous groups who've mode
two or three good records, most aren't
worthy of a full album. Quality counts
for a lot at Kent - 85 to 90 per cent
of tracks we release ore token from
original masters using latest technology
- and unless on artist's work. merits on
album, we'd rather not bother. It's
better to put out high quality
compilations."
With 18-20 albums scheduled for
release in the next 12 months, the Kent
series is expanding rapidly, but for
how long? After all, only a finite

number of records hove been mode,
and most ore way outside the
parameters of Kent Records.
"I con see the Kent series running to
200 or 250 a lbums," soys Croosdell.
"There ore still great records to be
discovered, but I'm finding fewer and
fewer. At one time they were ten a
penny, now they're like gold dust."
With that, he sprints to the stereo,
eager to shore his newest find, a
young Me lba Moore singing 'The
Magic Touch'. For Croosdell it's o
crusade: " I get enormous pleasure
from seeing records like this being
released, and knowing that people will
enjoy them," he soys.
He's particularly proud of the two
Kent albums devoted to the recordings
of Max ine Brown, a powerful,
emotive singer who influenced
numerous better known artists,
including Dusty Springfield.
"Maxine was a great talent," he
asserts. " I met her in America last year,
she was playing jau clubs and making
demos. She was slightly shocked and
very gratified that she was
remembered in England, particularly as
she never hod a hit here. "That's a
sitvation Kent is trying to remedy with
the release of 'It's Torture', a gritty and
potent soul stirrer which deserves wide
attention.
On the album front, Kent's second
50 is off to a. good start with 'The Funk
'N' Soul Revolution', which resurrects
some hard to find early Seventies
classics, including tracks by the ChiLites and Hamilton Bohannon.
Future releases will include albums by
Ike and Tina Turner's bocking
group the lkettes, the first Mory
Love album issued anywhere in the
world, and many more compilations.
As the man soys, a whole lot of soul is
here, so why not check it out?
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-'8ryon's record makes on incision
(4,4,1,5)
8 Spurs player found in the charts (5)
He knows what would happen If You
Were He'r e Tonight 19,5)
This group hove just released a single
and an album (1,1,1)
Haward won't tell who the culprit is

D
-

(2,3,2,2,5)

Producer of'the Unforgettable Fire (3)
- -Jim Kerr's been telling us to do this 18,8)
•
There wasn't much to shout about on
this George Michael hit 18,7)
e A lison's LP (3)
•
The death of the Jorn could hove
resulted in this (7,4)
What Queen wanted to break (4)
•
Indecent Cure LP (11)
25 Everything But The Girl LP found in need
14)
Amii Stewart had plenty of these in

1985 (7)
•

Beatles' classic that wasn't a hit until
1976 (9)
•
The number of steps beyond for
Madness (3)
It was awarded to Simple Minds in
1982 (10,5)
. .This 1983 Sholomar hit was easy to
spot 14,8)
He hod o number of Reasons To Be
Cheerful (3,4)

LAST

WEEK '

ACROSS:1 Whitney Houston, 5 Billie, 9
Branski Beal, 13 Miami Vice, 14 Because,
15 Twisted Sister, 17 Mandy, 1 8 Emotion,
19 Easy, 22 Life, 23 Silly Love, 26
Innocence, 28 Resped, 31 Stars, 32 Waves,
33 Cot, 34 Ready, 36 Mike Scott, 37 Steely
Dan, 38 Island, 39 Holiday, 40 Errol

W

N

(3,6,2,6)

•

4

O

Another number one hit should
automatically follow this one 15,8)
After winter we get this Talk Talk LP

•

What Depeche Mode wonted ta do in
silence (5)
4r Pretenders hit for Mr Creole (3)
~
he Motors' place of departure (7)
f' Tina's River Deep Mountain High
partner (3)
- The Stones' don.co 16,7)
, This girl just wanted to hove fun (5,6)
,_. Bock in 1977 Elvis's was true (3)
Performed from the big choir 15)
•
He spent One Night In Bangkok.
ploying Chess perhaps (6,4)
•
Mike does this On Dangerous Ground
(6,7)
Thin Lizzy's girl from 1979 (5)
•
U2 drummer (5)
blue eyes (71
You could find Big Country out in these,
but not if they're on fire (6)
The best day for Blondie's girl (61
•
This trio gave us a Fanfare For The
Common Man (1,1,1)
•
Gunn or Gabriel (5)
"1,e Cult got caught in this 141
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ANSWERS

DOWN: 1 We Built This City, 2 Iron
Maiden, 3 One Vision, 4 October, 6 I'm
Your Mon, 7 Loose Ends, 8 Sun City, 10
Start, 11 Treal Her Like A Lady, 12 Glory
Days, 16 Drive In Saturday, 20 Soy You Say
Me, 21 Boardwalk, 23 She's Strange, 24
Heels, 25 Under The, 27 Council, 29 Seven
Seo,, 30 The Cutter, 35 Gold
RIV\ 31
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KISS, Prince And The Revolution, Paisley Park
MANIC MONDAY, Bangles, Columbia/CBS
ADDICTED TO LOVE, Robert Palmer, Island
ROCK ME AMADEUS, Falco, A&M
WEST END GIRLS, Pet Shop Boys, EMI Americ>
WHAT YOU NEED, INXS. Adantic
LET'S GO ALL THE WAY, Sly Fo~, Capitol
HARLEM SHUFFLE, the Rolling Stones, Rolling Stones
WHY CAN'T THIS BE LOVE, Baltimora, Manhattan
TENDER LOVE, Force MD's, Warner Brot hers/Tommy Boy
ROCK IN THE USA, John Cougar Mellencamp, Riva
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY,janetjackson, A&M
YOUR LOVE, the Outfield, Columbia/CBS
TAKE ME HOME, Phil Collins, Atlantic
AMERICAN STORM, Bob Seger And The Sliver Bullet Band, Capitol
I CAN'T WAIT, Stevie Nicks, Modern
I THINK IT'S LOVE, Jermaine Jackson, Arlsu
BAD BOY, Miami Sound Machine, Epic
SECRET LOVERS, Atlantic Starr, A&M
IF YOU LEAVE, OMO, A&M
SO FAR AWAY, Dire Straits, Warner Brothers
GREATEST LOVE OF ALL. Whitney Houston, Arista
THESE DREAMS, Heart. Capitol
OVERJOYED, Stevie Wonder, Tamla
I DO WHAT I DO, John Taylor, Capitol
SATURDAY LOVE, Cherrelle with Ale.ander O 'Neal, T•bu
SOMETHING ABOUT YOU, Level 42, Polydor
I CAN'T WAIT, Nu Shooz, Atlantic
ALL I NEED IS A MIRACLE, Mike And The Mechanics, Atlantic
FOR AMERICA, Jackson Browne, Asylum
ON MY OWN, Patti Labelle And Michael McDonald, MCA
NIKITA, Elton John, Geffen
IS IT LOVE, Mr Mister, RCA
THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT, Loverboy, Columbia/CBS
LIVE TO TELL. Madonna, Sire
ROUGH BOY, l l Top, Warner Brothers
NEVER AS GOOD AS THE FIRST TIME, Sade, Portrait
A LITTLE BIT OF LOVE (IS ALL IT TAKES). New Edition. MCA
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF, Journey, Columbia
MOVE AWAY, Culture Club, Virgin/Epic
LIVE IS LIFE, Opus. Polydor
GREAT GOSH A' MIGHTY (DOWN AND OUT IN BEVERLY HILLS
THEME), Little Richard, MCA
FEEL IT AGAIN, Honeymoon Suite, Warner Brothers
STICK AROUND, Julian Lennon, Atlantic
CAWNG AMERICA, Electric Light Orchestra, CBS Associated
TOMORROW DOESN'T MATTER TONIGHT, Starship, Grunt
HOW WILL I KNOW, wl,itney Houston, Arista
SARA, Starship, Grunt
RESTLESS, Starpoint, Elektra
KYRIE, Mr Mister, RCA
NO EASY WAY OUT, Robert Tepper, Scotti Brothers
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Capii"b!
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EARSf slmpi, lfed. flekrra
A BE A C
(C)lY;t,_B~ Don:~Cty, Proftle
IN THE DARK, Ouy Osbo'¼;r,e, l:lllS Associated
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cFurs,~
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Vanity, Mo
ANO I W
OV
Academy,
IN A LIFETIME, Talking Heaca, S
ENUFF, Fabulous Thunderblr~
WILDEjT DREAMS,
.
U EAAT ISN'T IN

is

lumbia/CBS

AVAILABLE ON 7 INCH AND EXTENDED 12 INCH
12 INCH VERSION ALSO FEATURES
TWO SUPERB DANCE TRACKS

THAT'S THE WAY LOVE IS
AND

YOU'RE A WONDERFUL ONE
THI! ORIGINAL
V E JISIO N OF
THE SO N G
FEATURED

3 2 R /VI.

* * *
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PLEASE, Pet Skop Boys, EHi-America
KING OF AMERICA, the Costello Skow, Columbia/CBS
HOW TO BE A ZILLIONAIRE, ABC, Mercury
LET'S GO ALL THE WAY, Sly Fox, Capitol
LOVIN' EVERY MINUTE OF IT, Loverboy, Columbia/CBS
MEAN BUSINESS, the Firm, Atlantic
ROCK A LITTLE, Stevie Nicks, Modern
ROCKY IV, Soundtrack, Scotti Brothers
TUFF ENUFF, the Fabulous Thunderbirds, CBS Ass0<iated
LIKE A ROCK, Bob Seger And The Silver Bullet Band, Capitol
OUT OF AFRICA, Soundtrack, MCA
BALANCE OF POWER, Electric Light Orchestra, CBS AsSO<iated
FRIENDS, Dionne Warwick, Arista
Compiled by Billboard
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SHADOWS OF YOURLOVE,J.M. Silk, US DJ International Records I21n
l'M NOTGONNA LET YOU (RICHARD JAMES BURGESS UK REMIX),
Colonel Abrams, MCA Records I 2in
LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU,Jocelyn Brown, Warner Bros I2in
ROCKHETONIGHT, Freddlejackson,Capitol 12in
FIRESTARTER, Tease.Epic llin
PRISONEROF LOVE, MIidred Scott. Us-4th+ B'way I 2in
BROOKLYN'S IN THE HOUSE, Cut Master D.C.. US Zaida Records Ilin
ITONLYTAKESAHINUTE(BEN LIEBRAND RE,HIX), Tavares.Capitol
llinpromo
CAN'T WAIT ANOTHER MINUTE, Five Star, Tent Ilin
ARE YOU WID IT, Private Possession, US Mega Bolt 121n
LET'S HAKE LOVE, T.C. Curtls, Hot Melt I2in
DON'T WASTE MY TIME, Paul Hardcastle, Chrysalis I 2in
GO-GO GADGET, Louie Oxley, Cooltempo I2in
ON MY OWN, Patti LaBelle and Michael McDonald, US MCA Records I lin
STROWN' ON (EXTENDED REMIX), Maxi Priest, IO Records I 2in
COMPUTER LOVE (REMIXES), Zapp, US Warner Bros I 2in
DREAHIN'/OPEN YOUR DOOR, Guinn, US Motown LP
JACK YOUR BODY - HOME HADE/CLUB YOUR BODY( 122)/STEVE
'SILK'HURLEY(l 251/◄)/DUB YOUR BODY( l 211/..t,pm), Steve 'Sllk'Hurley,
US Underground I 2in •
WHAT'S HISSING/IF YOU WERE HERE TONIGHT. Alexander O'Neal,
Tabu 12in
PEE,WEE'S DANCE,joeski Love, US Vintertainment I2in
CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE.James Cobbin & Prime Cu,, US Tuckwood 121n
FOOL'S PARADISE/DO HE BABY, Meli'saMorgan, Capitol LP
JUMP BACK (SET HE FREE)( 11 51/•bpm), Dhar Braxton, US Sleeping Bag
Records I2in
SUGAR FREE (DEO/ REMI
IFYOUWANTLOV~Jul
ALL PLAYEO O i
'i\U,F.'f;.,
HOLDIT, NOW - ITn:(956
CHAIN REAC
(0
ICAN'TLET"t,i~(
OVERJOYED{slevteW. .
STRUNG OU'I'
CE
HEYIDON
l!l;Y
KISS,Prl
WECAN
l'HFASC
BASSLIN
RELEASE
Records I
HYLATI
TAKEA
AGOOD
Cameo, Clu
CAN'TG
HAVEYO
Polycfor I 2in
HE'LLNEV
MAKE HE
l'MNOTG
ColoMI Abnm ,
DANCING IN
SHOOTH( 120
DON'TSTOPT
ALOVEBIZA
DON'TSTOPYO
HOWWIUIKNO
CENTRAL LINE( I I 9
LOVEISWAR, Brillia
VERYREALWAY(RE
CHILDREN OF THE NI
YOU/SMILING EYES, 52
RAZZLEDAZZLE(I I0½b
JUST ANOTHER LOVE .
SAHBA/BAYWOLFBLU
p
EJAHMffi1NATION
lancichin.,:
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YOU'RE A BEAT, Eastbound Expressway, PiUSion I2in
ANOTHER DAY COMES(ANOTHER DAY GOES). Kiki Dee, Columbia 12in
LOVE'S GONE MAD (EUROBEAT MIX), Seventh Avenue, Record Shack 12in
GIVE ME UP, Michael Fortunatl, Belgian Ariola I2in
E.S.P. (EXTRA SENSUAL PERSUASION), 'Hazell Dean. Parlophone I2in
THIS G IRL'S BACK IN T OWN, l¾ul Jabara,,US Warner Bros LP
DANGER FOR LOVE, Deborah. German ZYX I2in
KEEP ON ROCKIN', Herny!, Italian Missing I2in
REFLEX ACTION, Louise Thomas. R&B I 2in
CHAIN REACTION (DANCE REMIX), Diana Ross, Capltol I2in
PflJSONER OF LOVE, Mildred Scott, US 4th + B'way I2in
MALE STRIPPER, Man 2 Man & Man Parrish, US Recan I2in
TWIST MY ARM, Pointer Sisters, US RCA I 2in
AGAIN, Do Piano. French EMI 121n
NOTHING IN COMMON, Wagner. Italian Best I2in
C'MON C'HON (HISS PIGGY REMIX), Bro,,ski Beat. London I2in
IT ONLY TAKES A HINUTE( BEN LIE BRAND REMIX), Tavares, Capitol 12in
promo
ANIKANA-O, Afrika System, Italian X-Energy 12in
LOV E HOSTAGE,Jessica Williams. Mexlcon Mastered I2in
LOVE WAVES, Patty Heart, BelgianARS I2in
O H L'AMOUR, Erasure, Mute I 2in white label/ US Sire LP
MIDNIGHTRADIO, Taffy.German Ariola i2in
ANOTHER NIGHT (DANCE HIX), Aretha Franklin, Arista I2in
I LOVE HY RADIO (MIDNIGHT RADIO)(US REMIX), Taffy, US Emergency
12in
SECLUSIO N , Shawn Benson. US TSR I2in
THIS IS HY LIFE, Eartha Kitt, Record Shack I2in
YOU'RE MY FIRST, YOU'RE HYLAST, Linda Jo Rizza, German ZYX 12in
KING OF HEARTS, Martinique, German ZYX I2in
SHY SHY SUGARMAN ,Jack's Project. German Ariola I2in
ICE COLD LOVE, Madigan, Italian On The Road I2in
FASHION, Parking, Italian Power I2in
D ESTIN Y TIME, Roy, Italian MEM I2in
Compiled byJame, Hamilton/Alan Jone,
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HELLO DARLING, Toppa Irie, Greensleeves/Priority
l'H A CHANGED H AN, One Blood, Level Vibes
SHE LOVES HE NOW, Beris Hammond, Greensleeves
CAN'T TAKE THE PRESSURE, Al Campbell, Greensleeves
STROLLIN' ON, Maxi PrieSt, 10
LEGAL, King Kong, Greensleeves
HERE I GO AGAIN, Toyia, Criminal
IT'S YOU, Sandra Cross. Ariwa
HOLD TIGHT, Dennis Brown, Live And Learn
BOOPS, Supercat, Technique
HOT STUFF, junior Delgado, Fashio,,
SELECTOR H H GOOD, Little Clarkie And The Oflbeat Pos,e,

Greensleeves
PAIN, Jean Adebambo, New Generation
DANCE .MOVES (EP) , Tippa Irie & Paco Banton, UK Bubblers
CAN'T BUY HE LOVE, Bonito Starr, New Generation
BUBBLE WITH I, Asher Senator, Fashion
PARTY NITE, Undivided Roots. Entente
LOVE IS IN T HE AIR, Michael Gordon, Fine Style
CAN'T HOLD ME, Al Campbell, Unity Sounds
SWEET REGGAE MUSIC, Nitty Gritty, Unity Sound
BAD MEMORY, Peter King, Fashion
CLARK'S BOOTY/YOU HAVE TO GIRLIE GIRLIE, UtcleJohn/
Tonto Irie, Unity Sound
JOY IN THE HORNING, Dennis Brown, Live And Learn
KEEP O N DANCING, Frankie Paul, Greensleeves
ONE DANCE WON'T DO, Audrey Hall, Germain
LOVING ON AFRICAN BORDER, King Kong, Striker Lee
JUST CAN'T FIGURE OUT, Mighty Diamonds, Trojan
USED TO BE HY LOVER, Nitty Gritty. Unity So'"1d
G IVING T HE LOVE/NO SKIN UP, Axeman. Fashion
TWICE NICE, Junior Delgado, Legal Lice
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BLACK CELEBRATION, Depeche Mode, Mute
A DATE WITH ELVIS, the Cramps, Big Beat
BACK IN THE DHSS, Half Man Half Biscuit, Probe Plus
BIG COCK, King Kurt. Stiff
MAN IN A SUITCASE, Ted Chippington, Vindaloo
RUM, SODOMY AND THE LASH, the Pogues, Stiff
WIRE PLAY POP, Wire, The Pink Label
PAINT YOUR WAGON, Red Lorry Yellow Lorry. Red Rhino
LIBERTY BELLE AND T HE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS,
the Go-Betweens, Beggars Banquet
GREED, Swans. K.422
LOW-LIFE, New Order, Factory
DAMNED BUT NOT FORGOTTEN, the Damned, Dojo
LIFE'S A RIOT WITH SPY VS SPY, Billy Bragg. Go! Discs
THE SINGLES '8 I -'85, Depeche Mode, Mute
CIRCUSES AND BREAD, Durutti Column, Factory/Benelux
HATFUL OF H OLLOW, the Smiths, Rough Trade
HELD DOWN TO VIN Y L. .. AT LAST!, the Guana Bau. ID Records
FLIP YOUR WIG, Husker Du, SST
TREASURE, Cocteau Twins, ◄AD
LOVE, the Cult, Beggars Banquet
PULP BEATIN G 198◄ AND ALL THAT, che Membranes, Criminal Damage
GEORGE THOROGOOD AND THE DESTROYERS, George Thorogood
And The Destroyers, Demon
SINGLES 198) - 1984, the Toy Dolls, Volume
GLAD 'N ' GREASY, the Beat Farmers, Demon
THE O LD AND THE NEW, A Certain Ratio, Factory
BAD INFLUENCE, the Robert Cray Band, Demon
POWER, CORRUPTION AND LIES, New Order, Faccory
ANTHOLOGY VOLUME 11, Hawkwind, Samurai
DREAMTIME, the Cult, Beggars Banquet
1979- 1983, Bauhaus. Beggars Banquet
Compiled by Spotlight Research

• loot suit olors, hove I got something for you babes. Heh, I'm not talking about that bczooma in my pocket, I'm not even lalking about the smile o n my
rinlcy dink face, I'm talking rm, Britain's hunkiest music magazine. Next week's rm isn't a magazine, irs a wonderland treasure trove, a pink banana with
knobs an, it's very, very good, with the Cure, Paul Weller, Rowan Atkinson and Belouls Some. rm: nexl week
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SHELLSHOCK. New Order. Factory
GODSTAR, Psychic TV and the Angels Of Light, Temple
XXSEX, We've Got A Fuzzbox And We're Gonna Use It, Vindaloo
THE TRUHPTON RIOTS EP, Half Man Half Biscuit, Probe Plus
SWEETEST THING , Gene Loves Jezebel. Beggars Banquet
THIS DAMN NATION, the Godfathers, Corporate Image
STRIPPED, Depeche Mode, Mute
SOMEWHERE IN CHINA, the Shop Assistants, 53rd & 3rd
POGUETRY IN MOTION, the Pogues, Stiff
GIVING GROUND, the Sisterhood, Merciful Release
RESERVATION, Terry & Gerry. Intape
ALL DAY LONG, the Shop Assistancs, Subway Organisation
ONCE MORE, Wedding Present. Reception
HOT GIRLS IN LOVE (EP), the Cherry Bombz. Lick
SHE GREW UP, Jake Burns And The Big Wheel, Survival/Rigid Digits
SHE SELLS SANCTUARY, the Cult, Beggars Banquet
CUT THE CAKE, the Wolfhounds, The Pink label
BLUE MONDAY, New Order, Factory
TINY DYNAMINE, Cocteau Twins, 4AD
SEETHROUGH, the Guana Batz. ID Records
EV ERYTHING'S BRILLIANT, the Membranes, lntape
AWAY, Bolshoi, Beggars Banquet
SHEEP, the Housemartins, Go! Discs
SUB-CULTURE, New Order. Factory
RAYMONDE, Raymonde, Desire
CAN YOUR PUSSY DO THE DOG1, the Cramps, Big Beat
ECHOES IN A SHALLOW BAY, Cocte,u Twins. ◄AD
WHISTLING IN THE DARK, Easterhouse. Rough Trade
LET T HEM EAT BOGSHED, Bogshed, Vinyl Drip
THERESE, Bodines. Creation
Compiled by Spotlight Re..arch
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BEESTON Charlie's Barn The Mace Lads
CARDIFF Nero's (45987) The T hree Johns
HASTINGS The Crypt (4+1675) The Mighty Lemon Drops
LONDON Covent Garden Rod< Garden (01-2'40 3961) Here's
Johnny/Radioactivity
LONDON Hammersmith Clarendon (01-748 1-454) The Soup
Dragons/Hangman's Beautiful Daughter/ 1,000 Violins/Go!
Service
LONDON Hammersmith Odeon (01-748 4081) The
Temptations/Power
LONDON Kentish Town Bull And Gate (01-485 5358) Rip
SIJ'ip And F••k It/Vee V V/Tongue/And Now The
Screaming Starts
LONDON Kentish Town Town And Country Club (01-267
333-4) Fine Young Cannibals
LONDON Oval Cricketers (0,1-735 3059) Jamie Wednesday
LONDON Walthamstow Town Hall Complex WAH 17 Half
Han Half Biscuit/The Wedding Present/A Witness/Gone
To Earth
LONDON Wembley Arena (0 1-902 123-4) Depeche Mode
NEWCASTLE Tiffanies (61 2526) Big Audio Dynamite/The
Chiefs Of Re lief/The Beastie Boys/Sipho
NOTTINGHAM Theatre Royal (472328) Big Country
NOTTINGHAM Zhi,agos (470398) The Redskins

THURSDAY

17

ABERDEEN Ritzy (21135) Big Audio Dynamite/The Chiefs
Of Relief/The Beastie Boys
BRIGHTON Zap Club The Larks/Torture Garden
BRISTOL Tropic Club (◄9875) The Mighty Lemon Drops
CROYDON High Street Underground (01 -760 0833) Danielle
Dax/Fields Of The Nephilim
KINGSTON Polytechnic (01-546 83'40) The Go-Betweens
LEEDS Warehouse (468287) Cactus World News
LEICESTER Princess Charlotte (553956) H alf Han H alf
Biscuit
LONDON Battersea Park Road Latchmere (01-223 35-49)
Charm School
LONDON Camd_en High Stre"t Electric Ballroom (01,-485 9006)
The Go-Betweens
LONDON Hammersmith Odeon (01 -7-48 4081) The
Temptations/Power
LONDON Kentlsh Town Bull And Gate (0 1 -➔8S 5357) Potato
S/lSth Of H ay
LONDON Kentish Town Town And Country Club (01 -267
3334) Fine Young Cannibals
LONDO N Oxford Street 100 Club (01 -636 0933) Beltane Fire
LONDON Ponobello Acklam Road Bay 63 (01-960 4590) Red
Crayola/The Television Personalities/Edward Barton
LONDON Woolwich John Wilson Street Coror,et Winston
Reedy/Jah Warrior
MANCHESTER Band On The Wall (061-832 6625) Courtney
Pine Quintet
S H EFFIELD Cicy Hall (735295) Big Country

FRIDAY
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ABERDEEN Venue The Three Johns
BATH Moles Club (333423) The Larks
COVENTRY Foleshill Road General Wolfe (688'402) Red
Beards From Texas/Canyon/Sipho
EDINBURGH Empire Big Audio Dynamite/The Chiefs Of
Relief/The Bea.stie Boys
LEICESTER Polytechnic (55S576) Floy Joy
LONDON Hammersmith Odeon (01-748 ◄081) The
Temptations/Power
LONDON Harlesden Mean f iddler (0 I -96 1 5i90) Katrina And
The Waves
LONDON Putney Zeeta's (01-785 2101) Harl Wilson
LONDON Wardour Street Marquee (01-437 6603) Buddy
Curtess And The Grasshoppers
LONDON Wembley Arena {O 1-902 12H) James Brown
LOWESTOFT Kellys South Pier Ballroom The Real Thing/
One Touch
MANCHESTER Apollo Theatre (061-273 377S) Big Country
MANCH ESTER International (061-224 5050) Cactus World
N ews
PRESTON Myerscough College Of Agriculture And Horticulture
Ted Chippington

SATURDAY
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CARDIFF St Davids Hall (371236) The T emptations/Po w er
<:;OVENTRY Polyt"chnic (2 1I 67) The Go-Betweens/
Rumblefrsh
GLASGOW QMU (0'41-339 9784) Big Audio Dynamite/The
Chiefs Of Relief/The Beutie Boys/Sipho
HULL Adelphi (-448387) Pulp/The Wolfhounds/Turncoats
LONDON Bolsover Street Central London Polytechnic (01-636
6271) Alternative TV/Ut
LONDON Brixton Fridge (01-326 5100) Dance Exchange
LONDON Brixton Old White Horse (01-274 5537) The Shrew
Kings/The Rain Gods
LONDON Camden Lock Dlngwalls (01-267 4967) Desmond
Dekker/Bass Darice
LEICESTER Polytechnic (555576) Cactus World News
LO NDON Dalston Junction Crown And Castle Up Service
LONDON Harle5den Mean Fiddler (01-961 5490) Blues 'N'
Trouble
LONDON South Bank Royal Festival Hall (01 -928 3191) The
Inspirational Gospel Choir
LONDON Wembley Arena (01-902 1234) James Brown
MANCHESTER International (061-224 5050) Half Han Half
Biscuit/Gone To Earth
MANSFIELD Country Club R Cajun And The Zydeco
Brothers
SHEFFIELD Leadmlil (754500) The Vanishing Point/Floy Joy
STRATHCLYDE University The Three Johns •
SWANSEA St Philips Communicy Centre Icons Of Filth/
Varukers/Shrapn~l

7" BRONSKI SHAPED PICTURE DISC
R
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◄ HOWARD HUGHES AND THE WESTERN APPROACHES, MARQUEE, L
ONDON
So you thought that cowboy rock wos dead, did yo? Think again, honeybuns, 'cos
it ain't. IYs very much olive and wiggling its booted foot thanks to Howord
Hughes, the ma n who hos been known lo hommer the joonno for the Associates
and collaborate with Peter Murphy. The Western Approaches ore, o pporenrly, his
main concern.
I do wonder why lads, British born ond bred, should hove such on unnatural
foscinotion with the wild ond woolly West. And dare I mention o small fascination
with Ta lking Heads, while I'm at it? Howard's David Byrne-ish vocals do nothing
to dissipate thot sweeping generalisation, either, and the crackly, quirky rhythms
of soy, 'Montono' or 'Texos' ca ll to mind more thon one song by that porticulor
outfit.
The bond hove on intriguing three guitar front line, with one ploying pseudosteel pedol sounds, one adding colourful highlights while Howard himself contributes rather enigmatic (ie ina udible) rhythms.
_
On the plus side, he's on energetic frontmon with o certain indeflnoble chorismo. The repertoire is sound enough and the Rot-out attack manages to prompt on
olanming degree of body jerking amongst the audience.
The highpoint of the set hos lo be their current single, West Of The Pecos'.
Somehow, it pulls tighter and harder than the rest of the material. Even so, the
Western Approaches could well be doomed lo o life of being labelled 'o damn
good little support group'. After a ll, o man who makes o great second-incommo nd isn't always necessarily a natural leader.
■

Nancy Culp

◄ HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT, TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB, LONDON
"What did God give us, Neil?" "He gave us o few good jokes, o couple of riffs
and some Birkenhead a ccents, Nigel. All we need, in foci, to make a few bob
before the second hand o f popular music disposobility comes round ond knocks
us off the dial."
Now I've chuckled olong with the rest of them to the ' DHSS' LP and eagerly
bought - yes, bought - my copy of 'Trumpton Riots', but live and through o
swamp of a PA ot one of the Capitol's large r venues, Half Mon Half Biscuit are
great for about 1 0 minutes.
It all starts superbly with their best riff and best terrace chant, 'F" kin' 'Ell It's
Fred Titmus' ond at least half the audience immediately launch into their best
pogo and air punching routine. Those who've paid their £3.50 after reading
about the bond in the press stand largely bemused al the back, certain they've
seen all this before somewhere.
Perhaps the bond should take to handing out lyric sheets for those not in the
know. It's o crime to waste the 'Echo And The Bunny - Men' joke on ignorant
eors ond few but the converted can pick out '99% Of Gargoyles look like Bob
Todd' or 'I Hate Nerys Hughes', though we all know 11me Flies By When You're
The Driver Of A Train' (I hope Gordon Murray's getting the royalties).
Half Mon Half Biscuit ore good for o couple of singles yet, but live they're
_stri'ctfy o participation sport.
■

Andy_Strickland

► TIPPA IRIE AND PATO BANTON, OAKLANDS CENTRE, BIRMINGHAM
It con be hard climbing up onstoge to give your all at the best of times, but it is
even harder 'l)'hen someone fires a gun into the roof of the hall just before you
ore due on.
Poto and Tippo hod arrived to be met by obout 600 punters streaming out into
the rood ofter o budding cowboy hod done his best to ruin the night.
But, in the best showbiz traditions, the show hod to go on - a wise decision,
since all hell might hove broken out hod it not.
Newly-crowned chart star Tippo ond his sparring partner Poto Bonton clambered onto their makeshift stage and, not surprisingly, looked rather edgy.
After urging the crowd to put away their bod vibes along with their weapons,
they linked arms and launched into a fearless set. But it was hard to relax ond
enjoy it omid such o distinctly heavy otmosphere.
However, the title track to their recent 'Double Trouble' EP was dynamite, witty
lyrics nestling comfortobly atop pulsating rhythms.
'Hello Darling' hos shot Tippo into the charts, where the cheeky Cockney is sure
to remain. 'Secret Thunderbird Drinker' should ensure Poto joins him there.
There's much evidence the pair ore the finest DJs in the country, spitting out 6E
words foster than bullets from a machine gun to tell of incidents from everyday ~
life, bocked by almost annoyingly catchy tunes.
C:
Actually watching them in action is a different molter: ofter the photographer :.;;
0
hod his camera torn apart, we felt it was time to leave.
"',._
■

Ian Birrell
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crifice oil aggression for o bland,
• You might coll it 'The Five Ster Effect'.
i"8 in to. &rierging from on arty ~
and two black girls propel a brazen sou

sh creep right off the bone.
pumped up into o glistening display of soul
·ng keyboards and a pair of gospel tinged,

~~- cl"-'ilY red dresses, Janice and Carol smile, sweat and stretch

S!Jridi--Xl:i7'~
'tl,e l!eili doh.Ce moves through the Grace Jones rhythms of
tfielHitsf1iiig1e 'You Can't ~ •~ relaxes into a song about overdosing for love,
don't feel
lt_intly-lhat
Q

shit-hot.
i~-

on«hif!l~
• p l,ype~I\Cb, funlc venion of Sly And The Family's 'You Can Make
It lfY~ ,
Cumn
t i l l g l i i : ~ r front runner 'Second Choice' is actually the
dosed - - ~ g,ma l.o
lo soul-pop, so ir,s o shame. they ployed it twice.
The ~ m~ (if ·i
ffii;d single 'Rescue Me' is a moi-e deserving case

forf~.lxitt, floW.ff'l'; ~ bond exuiie a warmth and intelligence rare to
behold in the cq}d·soul world. 'fflere's gold in this flesh-pot, iron in this soul.
■

► LIP MACHINE, EL CAMBALACH, EDINBURG H
Lip Machine drew a capacity crowd of hipsters, all curious to see what the fuss
was about. Everyone who is anyone in Edinburgh turned up. What they heard
wos hard-hitting street funk - Bootsy Collins without the glamour, with o spicing
of Latin influence.
lip Machine is like having Neil Armstrong, Pele and God all in one bond. It's
obvious that with the right bocking, they will creole o big sound and on even
bigger splash.
Cleon cut kid Ernesto Leal tanned some happy skins, especially during 'Toucan
Ploy', in which he's joined by some hot fire trumpet ploying. Their first single,
'Rocket Love', moved well, if slightly pretentiously, but the lyrics were down-toearth, at least. Emotion, hope and inspiration were the main ingredients of the lip
Machine package.
Vocalist Robert King, formerly of the Scars, commanded the crowd: "Move
your feel - Pele hod feet - he could use them, he mode o million. You could do
the some." Give this man o job doing voiceovers for TV commercials!
The new single 'Our World', a semi-Scottish melodic chant of confidence, t
brought the set to a close. It was a short, sharp but sustaining performance. Give ~
the wolf a taste, but keep him hungry.
·;:
Lip Machine ore certainly setting themselves apart from the run of the mill end cS
of British pop/funk which is currently overpopulated by wimpy white boys. The $
grass is greener on this side of the grove; I await their next harvest with interest.
-§
■

Dave Whitelock if

Roger Morton

DISCO SCENE 01-387 6611
Professional Anti-static Slip Mats ..................................... £5.99 + 50p P&P
100 Jingle or Comedy Cassette ........................................ £6.99 + 75p P&P
3 Channel Lighting Controller ......................................... £29.95 + 75p P&P
4 Channel Lighting Controller ......................................... £34.95 + 75p P&P
4 Channel Lighting Screens (6 Patterns avail.) ............ £57.50 + £2.50 P&P
Shure Prologue 10L Mic+ Mic Cable ............................ £24.95 + 75p P&P
Citronic Severn Popular + NJD SA110 110W Amplifier£325 + £7.50 P&P

70A Blackst ock Road, corner of Ambier Rd
..._
London N4 2DR.
- ~ I.
C-\..3J
01-354 2254 (2 lines)
1

FREE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE AVAILABLE.

TRAXS RECORD CASES

,,.

f ('-,

~rolect your records in t hese strong wood cases. Superbly fi nished In hard w earing

black vynid e with protective trim. All cases have de1achabla lids and lockable catches.
Unbeatable value.

-~ -,

•· ·

~

SPECIAL OFFER APRll 600 SINGLES CASE...,£31 .95
50 ALBUMS £19.99
100 ALBUMS t:28.99
100Cass. Cases ( 19.99
Now for •86 TRAX LIGHT SCREENS
2• Square from £59.99
2½' Squoro from £80.00
3· Square from £:95.00 Side screen ll>or pr.I 1:75,00
!AVAILABLE IN 3&4 CHAN NELi
SEND NOW FOR FREE BROCHURE

28 CHEQUERS COURT, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,

~ t NOWWHOl£SAIHISTRIBUTORFOR
ASTRO LIGHTING EffECTS *

"JUST OFFTHE Al "

fl.fC'nM).VOtCE - ICOTT - amoMC - MANHATTAH TtCHNICS DISCO DANCE FU)()R INITAUAT'IONS - ,u...01 INITMJ.AllON -

\IIOf.O INSTALUTION

Special Offers: The New Nodding
Scanner.. . £49.00 New Spot-Bank. .. £85.00
10 Metre HI D Multicolour Ropelight & Built-in
Controller. .. £59.99 Pinspots. .. £13.99-£15.99
Scanners. .. £39.00 ~Way Scanner. .. £159.00
Prices include Bulbs and VAT

200 SINGLES £18.99
400 SINGLES £24.99
Cass. Cues £11.99

so
HOLDS
400 SINGLES

ZODIAK DISCO SALES AND HIRE

HOLDS 50/ 100

Prices include PlcP. Sei::-d cheque or posta l orders t o: T,a.x1s Re,c.ord Boxes, ,ALBUMS
Boden• Workshops, Ho,sepeol St., Bri•hom. Devon. Tel 1080 45) 55746/ 58991.
ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CHART -

Mail 0 1der & Finance Available. Telephone 0480 5093-4
FUNK - JAZZ. & SIH RECORDS - NEW & S/H EQUIPM ENT -

DISCO -

TRADE•INS A FULL REPAIR SERVICE

OHalNIR

dlllcQf....,.._fNMd
EXCLUSIVE to RM reoders.

LIMITED OFFER
SMOKE MACHINE

Don't miss the

(Remote controlled)
Com.elete with fluid £249
£25 depgsit-instant finance available
2x200Wspecikers
£299 (pr)

LUTON SOUND & LIGHTING

ALL ,RtCfS INCLUDE VAT
FREE '1P Anywhere in lho UK.
• We Buy Second Hand Equipment •

Spring Sale

Credit Cord onqulries welcome.

734/73\pµ2!W ROAD,
~ (0734) s~1'9'5"a94Sl~

proaodoa,-•-----·

s-4, ....................... . ..._..
•• ••• uu - BIG DISCOllN"IS •• QUALITY EQUIPMENT

*BIG*

238 ldgware Rood,

London W2 1 DW.
Tel: 01-723 1629
~

llllCb/6oool""'
c...-

RE•INFORCED HEAVY DUTY RECORD CASES
450 Sgb £29.95
50 12" LPS £24.95
7 me!re ~ &q)-n lo deor
£31.00 eoch
OPTIKINETICSSok,, 250 P r ~ £129.95
ARTLIGHT lASERS NOW IN STOCK from
£11 50 inc VAT
Our NEW SHOWROOM ot 1he above
oddreu i$ now in11dlod, where we hove on
di,i,loy on Illuminated DANCE FLOOR
an<! Ifie lo!est CEILING RIG together with
o wide range of DISCO EQUIPMENT.

We Con REPAIR or PART EXCHANGE
oil DISCO EQUIPMENT we obo 'O!'r out
INSTALLATIONS of DANCE FLOORS
ond LIGHTING RIGS.
All Prices Indude V.A.T.

3 8 RM

n•1

reductions

11,...oo11Clldt

NSOLE:
m
_,

£239
-

.

SPEAKER
from

£99

(I OOW full range)

75&82•--s.t.~Wl SAA.E.,.i
t5 W Tlla: 8253~ CH~ GUTE.CO.

~ 0582 4t1733

Call in to our
Luton Showrooms or
send the coupon
for our free
Product Guide
and Sale prices

SPOfS
.,.

Prices include VAT

*

finance availa ble

-

Pin from £ 12.99
Scanners from
1

£37 .99

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _
Address _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

(both including lamp)

* All major Credit Cards accepted
* Speedy mall order and export service
* Instant Credit to qualifying customers.

and
much
morel

Type of Business _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
Piuse ~ UK Pouc:ode cw Aru Codt ii

oit•••·

RM

· DISCO SCENE 01-387 6611
DISCO LAND

LEAMINGTON
SIGHT AND SOUND
Suppliers of profes$ional sound, lighting
and special effects Equipment
Supply and lnsraUalion of Sound and Ughdng SyMems.

/GHTARC

Large or Small, For eground or Buck.ground

•Avoilable in 3 or 4 channel$•
•Assembled In !'ninute,•

•folds - Easy carry handlH·
•Fast bulb e:hange•
• Width S"3" Ht. 6'6"

CLOUD SERIES 12 150w CONSOLE
£425 inc VAT
CCM CLUBMAN SPEAKERS
£299 inc VAT
100w HARRISON M OSFET
£625 Inc VAT
6 HEAD HELICOPTER Inc LAMPS 11 only)
£165 inc VAT

S♦t-up•

DIRECT PRICE £159.
SlWNG JAST

CREDIT and MAIL ORDER

AVAILABLE or call in at our

lARGE SHOWROOMS
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

01 -690 2205

SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT
ALWAYS IN STOCK
FREE MAIi ORDER and FREE DEi/VERY

M•i~~i~it,~~,;.u&n~ by,
373, Lewisham High S~

London sm &NZ

I/you're ,r()I sure of exac1}:J what yui, "'ant, or wha1 itluuk.-r Ukt ti.•heu •mrkin,:, ,hen we have
both llut time fur disc1osio,r u11d tlie shott'f'txunfc,r dt m.011slr0Jio11 lo hdp yow thro11slr th-t mate of
10<4,y's equipm,mt. Sho,dd you alrMd)' hu,~ a dear idt>a wl''d bt please to quoJe.
NOTICF.-M08JLES MATIER Sooflcn yuu arc nm considered - but noi wl!h us, TI,crc is
always time to son
it service or ,pply.

Ol~l:..~c~;J~t~f~OftV6~c

LOOK -- VERY NICE' t t

SILLY PR1CE +- LOOK

l•INSPOTS- FrrTED Vt:.NUINI:.:. U .E. f AR 361.AMP . ,......
ADJUSTABLE SCANNER - Fl'l"rEOG E. I..AMP . ....... ......
FOUR WAY A0JUSTA8L.£SCANNER BANK INC LAMPS ........ ............... .,...... ......................
POWERDRIV"ESTANDANDT•BAR FOUR PINSPOTSSPLl'ITE R OOX 11nd IOMTR 0ULCilN Lf.AD ..
Allott: rnally fosttl qu:ilit)' p101.h1c:tns :11.)IU 1:1}' 01hcr~ fQr :i lot more.
M l ,.ith ou, s..:rvil'i.! b,-i;I,:; up an•l 1\t'I quibble@.llilr.mte-e cxcb:111ge (prk-l~CXclUllint VAT)
• C'REDl'I tACILITIES AVAll.ABLE- INSTANTC:REOff"I O ()UALlr:'YINC cu~ f OME R.i:

Up to £5,000 Finance Available.
Within 24 Hours Subject To Status.
-~
Mail order to
liillillil
~ anywhere In the UK. L::..I,

1,-· )'CJU('.Ai\''TGf,TTQ US-<i/VF. USA RING-WE'LL GlfffT TO l'()U OVl'iN.1Vl(;1,;

♦ EXCLUSIVE

LIGHT SCREENS

• 'IJSi' S<RHWS.-~.- ....,•.••. W
•·ms· cot.uwrs. 1t_ ...- ... m
• 'Gt10Sf" SCIHIIS.- ....
rn
d . . . .. .. .

' 'llGIIIMT' S(IE(NS,...,_ ,... (61

· ·smo.-uoo ..,...,_,...."'
·
• - · u•oir.
CDl """S,_
PL
.._ , tlO
'lllflNITY
__
_,.,_,.[UIS
THE '

SPECIAL PRICE

while stocks last

OF DISCO

~298•:~rpatr

AgenK for HI/H ELErnONICS, (lliONI(, NJD,
MYSTICAL, Sl\JOtO ONE, PULSAR and all allier
1""di1g makes of PA and SOUND EQUIPMENT,
DISCOTHEQUE and LIGHTING EQUIPMENT.
MAIL ORDER & FINANCE AVAILABLE
WEYBRIDJtirJi)M,ll~~~1/437679

'244-256 Stotion Rood, Addlosloner, Sur<ey.
Open seven days 9-6
WE NOW OPERATE A SOUN_D & LIGHTING
TELEPHONE ADVISORY SERVICE.

NEWHAM
AUDIO
THE WT LONOON DISCO CENTRE
FOR SOUND AND LIGHTING
POWERED CONSOLES FROM

100w FUll RANGE SPfAKERS ~OM

£270
£85

BUY 10 LAMPS OR

{above types) AN
ALLOW 10% DISCO
R

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

52 Romford Rd, Stratford El 5 4BZ
~
Tel: 01-534 4064
~

DJ Services
MANCBESTER MIX STUDIO for jingles.
Sound effects, mixing and editing tuilion,
demo tapes, broadcasting tuition & much
more Dave Fawkner 061-740 5419.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Studio One Productions
is one year old this month. ln the last year
we have supplied thousands or jingles to
hundreds of Dfs. Our office wall is deco-

rated with letteis from satisfied customers.
Knocked out with both product and price...
Special Birthday offer (this month only? Ten
yes ten personalised jingles on cassette
with cue tone only £30.00. Money back
guarantee. Studio One, 16 Clarence Arcade,
Stamford St, A.shton-U-Lyne, Lanes. 061-344
0134.
BIGB ST DJ STUDIO "Enuff Said" 0706
066802 for details.

r,---------~--------~
I
I
I
I

LONDON

BIRMINGHAM

176 Junction Road, London N l9
Tel: 01-272 7474

220 Broad Strec_t, Birmingham
BIS. Tel: 021- 6H 6767

MANCHESTER

GLASGOW

251 Deansgate, Man<hester M3
Tel: 061-831 7676

I Queen Margaret Road, Kelvinside,
Glasgow G20 Tel: 041-946 3303
Lsend to Sq11tre•s, 176 J11nrtton Road, London NII> SQQ.J

Please send Squire's latest Catalogue.
Free w ith your D isco Card, otherwise enclose £1.

Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1

I-Address
------------1
- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -1
RIV\ 3 9

Personal

BORSBAM SATURDAY 19th April Horsham Youth Cenue, Hurst Road, 10am-3pm
admissioIL

DAVID MIEDZIANIK from Rotherham
Yorkshire wants Bruno Brookes to play
more Bob Dylan records. Please wrtte to
1l?W10 Brookes IIBC Radio One London W IA
4WW.
MODELS WANTED for fashion photography. Male/female, no experience needed.
Write: "Studio G', 26 Mountfield Avenue,
Noi:wich NR6 SHW.
PENPALS 1S3 countries. Free details (SAE)
LP-F. (RM), PO Box 596, London SE25.
FIUENDSl'MJUUUAGE: Postal introductions
all areas/ages. Write: Orion, A3, Waltham,
Grimsby.
JANE SCOlT for genuine friends. lnu oduct ions opp osite sex with since rity and
thoughtfulness. Details free. Stamp to Jane
Scott, 31RM, North Sueet Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex.
ARE YOU SEEKING occultists, witches, circles e tc? Pen-friends in all areas and
throughout USA/worldwide. Stamp to: Worldwide 1laraka The Golden Wheel, Liverpool
LIS 3HT.

BELFAST, N. IRELAND Saturday 19th
April. COLLECTORS RECORD FAIR at
·the Maysfield Leisure Centre, East Bridge
Street, Belfast. Open 10-4pm. Admission
£1.00. ATTENTION - ENGLISII DEALERS. The Irish Collectors want you rare
material - here is your chance - book
now. 01-669 7065.
BRISTOL - SATURDAY April 26th Transport House, Victoria Street. llam-5pm 4-0p
(IOam-£1).

For Sale

BRIGHTON RECORDS FAIR

BACK ISSUES all music papers/magazines
197Q/86. SAE for cont!!nts list of 3000 issues:
Chris Garren, l 2 Inverclyde Road, Binningham B20 2LJ.
DISCO LAMPS, PAR36 £4.95, PAR38 coloured £4.19 SAE for price list. S.J.P. Office 4,
Domalex House, 50/52 George Street, Walsall.
MUSIC PAPERS. 57S Record Mirrors '74'85, 440 Black Echoes '77-'85, 375 Music
Week 76-'85. 125 Billboards '77-'79. Offers.
Knowle 78176.
NEW PRERECORDED music video amazingly cheap! Betamax System SAE for list.
Box No 4664.
ROCK POSTER, tour programmes, books
and more! On all your favourite artists from
Wham to The Sex Pistols. For catalogue just
send £1.00 to: Star-Music, 18 Oarsmouth
Way, Watford, Herts.
MUSIC PAPERS/magazines 1962-1985 including Face, RM, Smash Hits etc . SAE 268
Kingston Road, LondoM SW20.
"ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS" Official Posters,
Bowie: Kensil and OCoMell, approx 24"x36"
£2.75 each, two for £5.00. U.K. (pos1age included) Overseas add £2.26 per order. Payment PO's, cheques, I.MO's only payable
to:- B.Sounds, 16 Swallowdale, Colchester,
Essex CO2 8BD.

Special Notice
"ABBA" HAPPY Anniversary E.S.C. Gareth
S. Wales.
BJ:NATAR FANS want Pat to perfonn live
in Britain? Please write I'll send all letters
and names to Pat as a Petition Box No 4663.
T.REX UNCl!AlNED Issue 3 out now. £1
SAE. Caron Thomas, 324 Bolton Road, Small
Heath, Birmingham.
ICRC ROMFORD End or The World Party,
Bedfords Park Dress informal July '86.
RECORDED MESSAGES BEARD ON
LONDON 01-767 8-431 AND PONTYPOOL
04955-2990 TONIGHT ALSO AT ll.01 PM
LISTEN TO TRA.NS WORLD RADIO
MONTE CARLO ON Z05 METRES 1467
KHZ MEDIUM WAVE.
RADIO CAROLINE, LASER 558 n ews and
souvenirs galore. For details send SAE to
Caroline Movement (R) BCM-BRFM, London, WCIN 3XX or telephone (07372) 41510.

DON'T MISS THE COLOSSAL

LEEDS CITY
RECORD FAIR

SATURDAY 19th APRIL
at t he CORN EXCHANGE,
10.30am - 4 .00pm

Details Trans-Pennine fairs 0532-892087

Equipment
Wanted
DJ REQUIRES used equipment especially
Citronic Coll1'()1es - 01-209 1109.

D.J_Jingles
MOBILE JOCKS At last a jingle package
specially d esigned for you. Side I. Celebration jingles. Happy Birthday, wedding etc.
Side 3 Celebration songs. 31 today. Jolly
good fellow etc. On cassette with cue tone
now only £6.95. Studio One, 16 Clarence
Arcade, Stamford St. Ashton-U-Lyne. 061-344
0 134.
JINGLES REMIXED Have your old jingles
. revived Dave Fawkner, MM.S. 061-740
5419.
FREE CUSTOM )INGLE with every order
for our amazing sound effects package on
Chrome Cassette. Full selection of effects,
Drop Ins sampled and digital sounds. Only
£7.95 from Manchester Mix Studio, 100
Cleveland Rd, Manchester MS 6QY 061-740
5419. Also jingles demo cassette available at
£1.00.

Brighton Centre,
Sunday April 27th
Admission 1pm•5pm 50p.
(11am- 1pm £1 .S0p) lotsa new
wave, funk, soul, new releases,
bargains, rarities.
WIMBLEDON RECORD Fair Sunday 20th
April a t Dog & Fox, High Street, Wimbledon
Hill, SWl9. 10.30-la.00 - £1. 12.00-5.00 SOp. Next Fair:- Croydon at The Underground Club, High Street, C\'oydon on Sunday May 11th.
MANCHESTER NORTHERN International
Saturday 19th April (10-5) New Century Hall,
CoIJ)Oration St, Manchester (behind Victoria
Rail Station).
DONCASTER RECORD Fair Sunday 20th
April (10-5) Earl of Doncaster Hote~ Benetthorpe (2 Mins Town Centre).
SHEFFIELD RECORD Fair Sarurday 26th
April (10-5) Students Union, She ffield
Polytechnic, Pond St, Sheffield (Next to bus/
rail stations).
WORKSOP RECORD Fair - Sunday 27th
April (10-5) Worksop Spons Centre, Valley
Road, Worksop.
OLDHAM RECORD FAill SUNDAY 20th
APRIL 10am-5pm Parish Ha ll. Egerton
Street. Town Cenue. 60 stalls some available 61"1' £10. Details 061-228 2947.

Situations Wanted
SILENT ALTERNATIVE DJ requires work
- Surrey, Hanis, Berks no equipmen~ all
the records. Jon 0276 682834.

Records Wanted
ABBA, QUEEN, C ULTURE CLUB, PIC·
TURE DISCS. Voulez Vouz LP. Jazz LP. War
song single. Will pay £15.00 each. Excellent
condition only please. TF 60 Skyedge Avenue, Sheffield S2 5FY.
SPOT CASH payed for all records, tapes,
comple te collections - can collect. Phone
01-509 0239.
CAN'T FIND THAT RECORD, CASSETl'E,
COMPACT DISC OR VIDEO? We will find
it for you, ii physically possible. SAE to
Rainbow Records, 6 Fish Streei Shrewsb ury, Shropshire.
BUYER CALLS WlTII CASH albwns, singles, tapes, CDs. Immediate offer 0442 75871.
ABSOL1JTELY ALL your records, tapes,
CD's, v id eos a nd book s bought-s old/
exchanged - also ALL Hi-Fi, musical instruments, computers and cameras NONE REFUSED!! Bring ANY quantity in
ANY condition to Record, Tape and Video
Exchange, 38 Notting Hill Gate, London Wll
(open 7 days 10am-8pm Tel: 01-243 8573).
Or send them by post with SAE for cash
(non returned - we decide price). Quantitie s collect.e d.

Disco Equipment
MOBILE DISCO 140W SOUND light systems complete, must sell hence £450. Tel
Staines 50807.
ClTRONIC AVON Console , stereo 110 wan
amp, still boxed, good condition, offers
around £680 (0992) 46861:V464047.
SECONDIIAND DJSCO equipment bought
and sold 01-368 9852

For Hire
DISCO HIRE from £,10. Complete Citronic
100 watt variable speed system £19. Citronic
Stereo system £29. Smoke £9, complete lightshow £10 will deliver/collect - 01-455 5055.
DISCO EQUIPMENT, PA systems, lighting/
hire and sale ring Newham Audio Service, 01534 4064.
QUALITY DISCO and lights hire from £13.
368 9852. Brochure.
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best rate s
around. Complete systems from £10-£50,
wide range of lighting & special effects also
available. Call us first for our price list. Stage
2, Watford 30789.

Situations Vacant
MUSIC EXPOilT company require bright
sales assistant with good product knowledge. Good prospects for right person. Call
Miss O'Connell on (01) 459-8800 for interview.
RADIO TOPSBOP PRESENTERS CARDIFF voluntary work but advertising space
salesmanship will give excellent earnings.
TAPES AND C.V. to Peter Helyer, 8 Petrel
Close, Lavernock Park, Penarth, South
Wales.
LYRIC WRITERS required byy recording
company. Details SAE Robert Noakes, 30
Sneyd Hall Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, Midlands,
JOBS GALORE OVERSEAS Enjoy a new
and exciting lifestyle. Send 2 x 17p stamps
for FREE brochure. Direct Business Publications (RMB). 9 Selborne Avenue, Hare6eld, Southampton.

RADIO

TOP SHOP
REQUIRES A TOP 40 JOCK,
Suitable experience necessary
Tape + C.V. to :
RADlO TOP SHOP, Oxford Circus,
London, W1A 2.LP

Fanzines
JAPAN FANZINE Bamboo No. 8, 60 pages
latest news views reviews plus photos never printed before chq/PO £1.26 plus 9"x6"
SAE to Bamboo, 320 Wexham Road, Slough,
Berks SL2 $QL.
JAPANESE SPECIAL 80 pages colour. Exclusive interviews reviews photos includes
Ryuichi Salcamoto, Masami Tsuchiya, Ale>mar, Jansen send chq/PO £1.75p plus f¥'x6"
SAE to Bamboo address in above advert.

Mobile Discos
DAVE JANSEN - 01-690 7636.

r'm

Musical Services
ABSOLUTELY FREE "Twenty Songwriting
Questions Answered" explains copyright,
royalties, publishing contracts, recording
agreements etc. Absolutely free without
obligation from International Songwriters
Association (RM) Limerick, Ireland
LYRICS WANTED b y music publishing
house, 11 St. Albans Avenue, Lo!'don Y'f4.

H8 adlng r equi red ( as

~nal,forsaleetc)

Numberofwords/
insertions

Record Fairs
LEICESTER - YMCA - Saturday 26th
April
LEEDS ASTORIA Record Fair Sunday April
20th llam-4.30pm Roundhau Road, Leeds a
Tel (0532) 687572.
4 0 RIV\
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Records for Sale
OLDIES UNLIMITED
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Shrops TF2 9NQ
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WAMTED JEAN Michael Jane music for
supermarkets LP must be V.G.C. Phone
Kevin 01-223 2948.
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for 500 used r singles (postage included;
our selection). Music & Video Exchange, 28
Pembridge Road, London WU. Te~ 01-727

llECOIID FINDING SERYJCE. Having trouble finding that record? Tl)' us send enquiries plua S.S.A.E. to "Groove Findera•, 59
Roclcall, Southeru:1.-0n-Sea, Essex. Friendly
efficient service.
FREE OLDIES catalogue. Over 1500 to
choose from. Send 9Yz x 6Yz SAE to Chris
Foss Records (R) 34A Paddinton Street, London WIM4DJ.

118.0W fDUOWS 1 S(IHJ'ION Cf 001 llf51 Sll.UMCi SIMiU5 NO'mY IN

fil!

A BAJI.GAIN pot luck assonment - send
£20 for 100 used LP's and 12" singles or £30
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BEATLES LIST now available long SAE
(2IRC's) Pop Records, 6 Yeild Hall Place,
Reading Bl.

FOR SALE records all at unbeatable prices
r 12" & LPs send SAE for free catalogue to

Carolina Discowtt, 32 Heath Hill, Ind Est,
Dawley, Telford, Shropshire TF4 aRH.

8000 OBSCURE hits, deletions, oldies etc.
(from !Op each) 60s-86 free catalogue 01609 0239 (days).
D.J. DISPOSING large record collection.
Thousands of T' singles. LP's 12" singles.
Phone for details 0648 570888 after 7pm.
LJZAJU> RECORDS, 12 Lower Goat Lane,
Norwich. Thousands bargains, cheapos to
rarities c:all in our shop or seru:I. large SAE
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Records for Sale
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Would you be interestea in nearing more· aliout a new 1ifea to preview music in
the privacy of your own home, without any obligation what so ever.
NOW YOU CAN HIRE IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT!

Or 11111- - - - - - ~•::

• OVER 250 now dd11 ...,y WHk.
• OVER 12.0IIO utislied m•bors
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• OMD release their single 'If You
Leave' on Monday, April 21. Taken
from the forthcoming film 'Pretty In
Pink', the single is a lready a hit in the
States. The 12 inch features a love version of 'Locomotion'.
• Stephen Duffy hos teamed up
with Sondii of Sondii And The Sunsetz,
and together they release their single
'Something Special'' this week. The
single is taken from Stevie's forthcoming album 'Because We love You', and
also features on the soundtrack from
the forthcoming film ' Kn ights And
Emeralds'.

• The Smiths are back with a single, 'Bigmouth Strikes Again', out on
Moy 16. It was recorded at the end of
lost year along with the B-side 'Money
Chonges Everything' and 'Unloveable',
which features on the l 2 inch.
The bond a lso have a new line-up,
following the departure of bassist Andy
Rourke ofter their recent Irish tour.
New member Craig Gannon, o Mancunian session musician who was once
with Aztec Camero, will first be seen
on the 'Whistle Test' an May 20, when
the Smiths will perform tracks from
their forthcoming LP 'The Queen Is
Dead', which should be out at the end
of May. No live dates have yet been
confirmed, but ore planned for the
near future.
• Marvin Gaye's classic 1969
single 'I Heard It Through The
Grapevine' will be out again this week.
The flip side is 'Con I Get A Witness'
while the 12 inch a lso features 'Thars
The Way Love Is' and 'You're A
Wonderful One'.
• The Ramones, who release their
double A-side single 'Something To
Believe In/Somebody Put Something In
My Drink', on Monday, April 28, have
lined up a tour. They' ll be ploying
Hammersmith Polais Moy 4 and 5,
Brighton Top Ronk 7, Poole Arts Centre 8, St Austell Coliseum 9, Bristol Studio 11, Birmingham Odeon 12, Preston Guildhall 13, Newcastle Mayfair
15, Edinburgh Empire 16, Leeds University 17, Manchester Apollo 18,
Nottingham Rock City 19.
• Aretha Franklin re-releases her
'Freeway Of Love' single on Tuesday,
April 29.

I

.t,.____ _

DYNAMITE DATES
• Big Audio Dynami'l'e have announced
the s econd leg of their tour. They'll be playing
Aylesbury F r iars Saturday, May 3, Brighton
Coasters 4, St Austell Cornwall Co liseum S
Ch ippenham Goldiggers 7, Ki l burn Nationaf
Ballroom 8. Their date on Saturday, April l 9
in Edinburgh has been c hanged from the
Empire to the Queens Hall.
• Sophia George follows up 'Girlie Girlie' with 'lazy Body' out this
week. The single also features 'Can't
Live Without You'. Both tracks are
token from Sophia' s debut album
'Fresh'.

e INXS

will be playing the London
Royal Albert Hall on Tuesday, June 24.
The show will start at 8pm and tickets
priced £5 and £6 are available from
the Royal Albert Holl 601< office and
usual agents.

• Big Country say they won't be
appearing at the Royal Albert Holl an
April 23 in one of the concerts for
Greenpeace. Although Big Country say
they support the Greenpeace cause,
they soy they had never previously
agreed to be port of the bill.
• Belouis Some will be playing a
concert at the London Town And
Country Club in Kentish Town on Monday, May 26. Belouis will also be taking port in a Greenpeace benefit show
at the London Royal Albert Hall on
Monday, April 21.
Belouis is currently lining up his first
major lour. More details will be known
soon.

• We hear the BBC are planning a
satellite link up with the American MTV
video channel to broadcast a video
special.
It could happen next month, with the
pop extravaganza lasting for more
than l O hours an BBC 2. The show
would probably start off with a two
hour programme on making videos,
followed by the satellite link up.
e BBC l w ill be showing the
Alarm in concert live by satellite from
the UCLA in California on Wednesday,
May 7 at 11.30pm.

• Nick Heyward releases his single 'Over The Weekend' on Monday,
April 28.
• Steve Horley fo llows up his
breathtaking impersonation of the
Phantom Of The Opera, with his single
'Heartbeat like Thunder' out on Monday, April 21.

• Sigue Slgue Sputnik drummer,
Roy Mayhew, has been remanded on
boil al a Reading Magistrates court,
charged with maliciously wounding
three students. The court decided that
the case must be heard in a crown
court, and Ray was remanded until
June 4 for committal proceedings.
• Diana Ross follows up 'Chain
Reaction' with ' Experience' out on
Monday, April 2 1.
• Then Jerico have lined up a
series of London shows. They'll be
ploying the l 00 Club Thursday, April
24, Clarendon May 4, Wag Club 7,
Electric Ballroom 12, Marquee 21 .
• Peter Frampton releases his
single 'All Eyes On You' on Monday,
April 21 .
• Twisted Sister release their single 'You Want What We Got' on Monday, April 2 1.
• Patti Labelle, who releases her
single 'On My Own' o n Monday, April
2 1, plays her first British concert for l 0
years at the Hammersmith Odeon on
Sunday, May 11. Tickets are on sole
now.

• Aswad will be playing the London
Royal Albert Hall on Sunday, May 25.
Tickets priced £8 and £6 are available
from the box office and usual agencies.

• The Godfathers have lined up a
string of dotes for April and May.
They'll be playing Glasgow Sugarbeat
Thursday, April 24, Aberdeen Venue
25, Oxford Polytechnic Moy 1, Cardiff
Nero's 3, Lo.ndon Clarendon Ballroom
9, Liverpool Polytechnic l 0, London
Bay 63 22. More dotes will be
announced soon.

• Limahl releases his single 'love In
Your Eyes' on Monday, April 2 1.

• Love And Money will release
their debut single 'The Condybor Express' on Friday, April 25.

,,#"LET'S MAKE
LOVE!
AVAILABLE NOW
12/ TC005

ORDER FROM P.R.T.
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CHAD JACKSON did his scratch mix
stretched across four decks, and demonstrated the technique on last
Thursday's 'Blue Peter'! . . . Morgan
Khan could find the timing of his
Mike Allen Roadahow alldayer at
Wembley Arena in July· clashes with
the New Music Seminar in New
York, where all the biggest hip hop
acts are already booked for club
appearances ... Geno Washington
stood in at Bognor for Georgie Fame,
who irritatingly cancelled all UK gigs
to go to Finland . . . Tavares, Real
Thing; now wouldn't Tony · Etoria's
1977 hit 'I Can Prove It' (GTO) make a
good remix? ... Chrysalis picked up
Thomas & Taylor (from all the transatlantic calls he makes,. Lamar Thomas's 'phone bill should soon be as
big as Mike Carr's!), 4th + B'way
took Private Pouesslon, and Streetwave have 12:41 ... Alan Coulthard's previously promoed Megamix
is now Baywoode's 12in flip . . . Janet
Jackson's follow-up Stateside is 'Nasty', although even there jocks are
wondering why it isn't 'When I Think
Of You' . , . The SOS Band's imminent
album sounds so exactly as you'd expect of another set from Jam & Lewill
it's virtually a self parody, but good, if
that's your thing ... 48-year-old Kelly
lllley, known in earlier days as O'Kelly, of the original enduring Isley
Brothers trio sadly died from a heart
attack on Easter Monday .. . just a little bit softer now . . . Whitney Bouton's 'Greatest Love Of All' video was
shot at Harlem's Apollo Theater,
where I saw her cousin Dio1111e Wazwick on the same bill as the Isley
Brothers (presumably with Jim.I Benclrix on guitar) way back in 1964 -

THE CONTROLLERS 'Stay' (MCA Records MCAT 10S2) Hanging on Loose Ends'
'String' rhythm, the gently soulful fellas weave a sinuous 97¾bpm swayer that's here
flipped by its radio edit and their older more falsetto friskily wriggling 1131/,bpm
'Undercover Lover',

which was when, while working in
New York, I met Sam Cooke in Sammy Davia Jr's dressing room at the
Copacabana, then had a long chat
with him sitting together at a Jamaica
Ska dance demonstration in Greenwich Village, and on a third even
more memorable encounter drove
back to his Warwick Hotel suite
together with New Orleans R&B
pioneer Lloyd Price, whose Slide
Hampton-fronted big band we'd been
to see at yet another club (in common
with many here, I'd in fact first seen
Sam in October 1962 at the Woolwich
Granada on tour with Little Richard
- whose New York hotel suite I could
tell you some stories about, too!) . . .
Sam Cooke, not to seem too banal,
was a very nice guy. He Wal; so great-

ly loved, from his incredibly influential
time as lead singer of the Soul Stirrers gospel group onwards, that his
violent death shook black America as
much as that of President Kennedy,
everyone in the soul music business
going around with tears in their eyes
. . . 'Motown Remembers Marvin
Gaye', due here soon. is a great LP of
unreleased tracks largely from the
Sixties, stuff that then would have
sounded too much like other issued
material to make sense but now reeks
of nostalgia even though everything is
actually unknown - 6T's dancers will
flip to the familiar resonances of such
as 'That's The Way It Goes', while
'Baby rm Glad That Things Worked
Out So Well' could be another 'Frankie' . . . Chris Bill, who's only a year

younger than me, joins Colin Budd
hosting Dartford Flicks' first ever Sixties Night this Saturday (19) . .. David
Rodigan, Tim Westwood & Chris
Forbes head a mighty clash Sunday
(20) 8pm at Chippenham Goldiggers,
where young Barrie Thyer mixes
Thur/Fri/Sat . . . CBS's Julian Palmer
joins Jonathon More at Mayfair
Legends' Sunday Wax club (20) . . .
Manchester mafiosi Mike Shaft & Colin Curtis funk Wigan Pier every
Tuesday ... Sbnon Goffe, not content
with packing Thursdays at Leicester
Square's Secret Rendezvou in The
Store (this week's guest Lyndon T),
souls Sundays at South Norwood's
plush Limelight , . . Essex has a new
Sunday pirate on 103.SFM cheeki!y
called JFM South . . . KISS-fm, who've
snealcily snuck in between Radio London and Capital on 95.4FM, have a
2pm alldayer Sunday week (27) at
Kentish Town's To~ And Country
Club starring all the top London jocks
you can imagine ("North London posse!") .. , Phil Fearon, famed for recording at his Kensal Rise family
home's own studio, now finds his
brothers Le1111y and Paul have started
their own 20/20 label in the kitchen!
. . . Ralph Tee and Damon Rochefort
are mulling over future plans, one
very real possibility however being
their own record company financed
by an Arab club owner, with almost
inevitably some freelance disco promotion work as a more immediate stopgap . . . StreetSounds revamp their HiNRG LP series with an Ian Levinecompiled 'Eurobeat' set, and soon start
three new series of go go, P'funlc, and
smoochers . , . Streetwave's next DJ
Limited Edition 12-inchers will be
Donald Byrd 'Dominoes (Live)' Wilbert Longmire 'Black Is The Color'/
MFSB 'Mysteries Of The World', Dexter Wansel 'Life On Mars'/Willie Bobo
'Always There' but no mention of 'Expansions' . . . Cliff Richard's revival
should have been of 'Goodbye Sam,
Hello Samantha', considering the
amazing coincidence that the top
three of a fortnight ago madel ...
Prince 'Kiss' topped US Club Play,
12in Sales and Black 45s in Billboard
. . . Milwaukee urban radio station
continues
o v e r
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rap 'n' smooch 71 bpm slowie, Ivy soulsearingly joins all those ladies who've
wanted their men to quit p~yin' around
and pay attention to them. On the longer
flip, her man comes right back at her,
none too convincingly! Heartache city.

CHOICE REUNION 'Free And Easy'
(US Les-Wes Record Co lJW 12001)
Excellent Temptations-style traditional
soul vocal group Interplay and attractive
harmonica set to a strange tugging
slowed-down seeming 96-0bpm beat (inst
flip), worth hearing.

from

WLUM admits to speeding records up
by three per cent, which makes everything sound brighter, and rival stations duller! . . . Budd Arthur, PR
Counsel to the American Federation
of Musicians, corrects the impression
that all US radio stations before transferring a record to cartridge tape
have first to hire an AFM uruon member to put the stylus on the record "record turners", as they're called,
used indeed to be widespread but
now only a couple of Chicago stations
are left employing such old timers (the
last survivors of an arrangement that
gave employment to musicians displa~ed by all-record programming,
cwnbersome but surely more satisfactory for listeners than our own "needletime" arrangement?) , . . RELEASE
TBE TENSION1

HOT

THE COOL ~OTES 'Into The Mot.ion' (Abstract Dance ADT 8, via
RCA) Well sung but disappointingly derivative 'Change Of Heart'-type
I021/,bpm rolling plodder produced In
Philly by Bobby Eli. flipped by the less
ambitious IOS½bpm 'Look What You've
Done' and (0-)1011/ibpm 'Come On Back
To Me'.

WALLY BA DAROU 'Novela Das
Nove (Spider Woman)' (4th +
B'way 12BRW 44) Somewhat specialist
samba-ish breezily skittery (0-) 1011/◄bpm
latln-jazz instrumental, flipped by the previously limited percussive IO I bpm Precinct 13 remix of 'Chief Inspector'.

KEN KENDRICKS 'Feels So Good'
(Elite DAZZ 51) The Antigua-born

VINYL

Blackstones' member sounds impressively
assured if not terribly assertive on a
pleasant lightly pent-up sinuous little
1 I 3¼bpm wriggler, sorta Smokey meets
Kashif, with gentle sax and feathery
rhythm (inst flip).

PATTI LaBELLE and MICHAEL
McDONALD 'On My Own' (MCA
Records HCAT 1045) Straining at the
leash to race up the charts and do a
Whitney, this exquisite lushly swaying
92 1/◄bpm duet must surely be another
'Saving All My Love For You'. There's
hardly a DJ that doesn't predict it'll be 3
number one.

BEATS PER MINUTE for last week's

WILLIAM BELL 'Headline News'
(Absolute Records 12LUTE I, via
Pinnacle) Many also anticipate great
things from this soul veteran's return,
without perhaps noticing that - especially in the newly extended 95bpm I2in
remix - it's largely a gently swaying girls
cooed title line looking for not that much
of an eventual song, admittedly amidst the
most relaxed soulful atmosphere Imaginable. We all love it, but unfortunately
soulful atmosphere alone is not that widely appreciated.

HEAVEN 17 featuring JIMMY RUFFIN 'The Foolish Thing To Do' (Virgin VS 85915) Forget all preconceptions
about the backing band, this is a I 00 per
cent deep soul slowie, full of stylish wee
small hours sophistication in three 44-

A t]r3No

0bpm versions . . . and that's not all,
there's also an ace 1 05 1/◄- 1 06 1/3- 1 061071/1-I0Sbpm treatment of Luther Van- :
dross's 'My Sensitivity (Gets In The •
Way)'. You won't believe it!

MARC REED 'One Body' (20/20 Records MOR 001 , via Jet Star) The
other Fearons (see Odds 'n' Bods) kick
off their kitchen table label with a Kashifish chunkily lurching I 123/◄bpm pusher by
a Luton lad who's just turned 20 (dub
flip), and it gets stronger the longer it's
on.
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NEW SINGLE OUT NOW

DO FRIES GO WITH THAT SHAKE
4 4 R N'I

THE WINANS 'Very Real Way'
(Qwest W8744T) The gospel stars' previously snappy EWF/ish album track totally remixed into a much more subtle taut
bubbly sparse (0-) I051/1- I07 1/J-I 071/,bpm
loper, with a dub and flipped by two
previously issued versions of 'Let My People Go' (M&M's remix misleadingly called
a New Club Mix}.

IVY 'Tell Me' (US Heat HSl2-2032)
Stand by your woman! In her scorching
Betty Wright-style scolding conversational

top 75 entries on seven inch (f/dr for
fade/cold/resonant ends): Simple Minds
I04/52-0r turgid untidy fan fodder, Big
Country I 28r brightly striding AoR,
Five Star I06½f Madonna-pltcned black
pop, Whitney Houston 0-65-0r rousing
slush, Billy Ocean 0-80-0r wet slush,
Force MD's 0-35-0c static slush, Belouis
Some I 12'hf jerky pop, It's Immaterial I 111/1-I I 2f Jonathan Richman-type
terrific British "road" song, Millie Scott
I I 0¾-1 I 01/if joyful swaggering R&B stormer, Shirley Murdock (0-)121f 'Lady
Marmalad' meets 'Bil lie Jean', Fine
Young Cannibals 0-68-67/13-4-0r spurting rhythmic ambiguity, Eartha Kitt (0-)
I 22f melodic Eurodisco, Wax I 86f
Collins/Joel-tempo pop, Balaam And
The Angel (0-) 135f guitar group pop.
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Punk rock was just a secret
password, the Labour government
were laying the ground rules far what
is now called the SOP, West Ham were
getting stuffed in the Cup Winners' Cup
and the Real Thing were number one.
'Yau Ta Me Are Everything' wos the
first mighty blast from a bond that
were to go on lo be arguably Britain's
most consistent soul-pop outfit.
Mixing a subtle selection of last
dance ballads with outright graovers,
the best being the sublime 'Can You
Feel The Force', the Real Thing were
a n underrated precursor to London's
late Seventies jazz-funk scene. But now
they're back, trading on a Froggy
remix of their awn spirit of 7 6, and
they're tasting chart success for the first
time since 1980.
Just what have they been up to?
"Since 1980 we've just been
working on new material," says Chris
Amoa, other band members being
Eddy Amoo, Ray Lake and Dave
Smith. "Eddy and I have got a studio
built into our house in Liverpool and
we go ta work there every day.
'We've also been busy doing loads
of gigs. Mainly in discos and
dancehalls, a lat of 'em abroad. Ray
and I have done some solo single s so
generally we've just been ticking
along."
Ticking along has also meant the
bond staying close to their Taxteth
roots.
"Eddie and I have a community
radio show we've been doing for a
while," says Chris. "Ray has done some
social work, working with young
children."
Staying so close to home, it's been
difficult for the bond to ignore th~

events of the last few years. The ir
powerful 'Children Of The Ghetto' was
covered recendy by Philip Bailey on his
'Chinese Wall' LP.
'"Children Of The Ghetto' was all
about what actually has happened in
the last few years," says Chris. "In
some ways the song was a bit o f a
problem for us. Record companies see
us as a pop group and anytime we get
into anything deeper, they don't
wanna know.
"Ta some extent it forces black
bands lo a im a t the Radio One market.
'Children Of The Ghetto', needless to
say, would not hove got played on
Radio O ne.
"Discos are the only way of
breaking block records, that's one of
the reasons that so many dance
records sound the some. If something' s
not in the predominant groove, it
doesn't get played."
Foir enough as a summation of
current airplay politics, but Chris has
other things on his mind os well: like
breeding dogs for instance.
"I show dogs, it's a hobby of mine;
he says modestly. "I've won the Hound
group a t Crufts and I won Top Pup all
breeds in 1985."
Somehow I don't think Chris is going
to have as much time for the o ld bow
wows now that the Real Thing are
bock in the driving seat. Not that
they're unprepared for their current
success.
'We always knew we'd get back
with the right song," soys Chris, "The
way it's happened is just like the first
time.
'We're listening to a lot of material
ot the moment, getting ready for the
follow up. An LP's no trouble, we've
got so much material just waiting."
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Bronski Beat name the
top IO things in life
Pleasure principle: Mike Gardner
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e LARRY STEINBACHEK
I) Friends: "Being a busy person, I really enjoy being
w ith my friends because the rest of the time I'm surrounded by big-headed record company people. I've kept
most of my o ld friends. In fact, John was one of my old
friend, and now he's in the band."
2) M aking home videos: "I've got a Video 8 camera,
Steve's got one and John's just bought one. W e try and
make a video diar y of everything that's happened.
whether we're recording or travelling or on holiday.
When I get home I compile and edit it together. I've
experimented before. but never had the money to afford
a system. It'll be something co look back on in 20 years'
time and it'II still be fresh."
3) Travelling: "I enjoy travelling. Al a kid I always
dreamt of travelling to far off lands, but my parents
weren't well-off, so we only went on one holiday. The
most exciting place I've been to ls Arizona. around the
Grand Canyon. Me. Steve and our manager hired a car
and just drove around the desert. We hired a plane and

flew through the canyon. It was rwly amazing. I haven't
been anywhere .really exotic, but we plan to go to the Far
East on this tour. John and I had planne~ to go to Thailand
and had all the painful injections, but our work in the band
meant we couldfl't -go. So we went to New York instead,
which isn't exotic."

4) Making records with Steve and John: "It 's got to
be the biggest pleasure, apart from number eight. It's
much more fun since Jimmy Somerville left. The fun went
out of the old Bronskis as soon as we made an album
because there was one person who thought it was one
big headache being in a band. It's been a joy since John's
joined us - we ·ve come up with fresher ideas. It's been
like a family working on a project - not just musicians,
producer and engineer - we've all had a strong commit•
ment to the album 'Truth, Dare Or Double Dare'."

S} Eating in dead expensive restaurants at the record company's expense: "I particularly like this be-

cause the record companies take so much off you. It's one
way of getting them back. You look at the menu and
order the most expensive things, ptus a lot of champagne.
My favourite restaurant is in Paris, I can't remember its
name. I wouldn't go there if t had to pay for it, because I
don't believe in paying lots of money for good food. My
favourite restaurant in London is MacDonalds."

6) Working hard: "I've got one of those brains that
never stops working. and I get really frustrated if I have
an idea and can't do it. So working really gets me going. I
really enjoy putting lots of e ffort into a project - I can't
do anything half-heartedly."
7) Horror movies: "One of my favourite visual
mediums. because they're funny. scary and fun. Most people who see them enjoy being scared. I think it's a good
release. My favourite at the moment is ' Return Of The
Living Dead' which I saw last week. It's amazing. It's got
good music. with people like the Cramps. It's a punk
zombie movie. It's not too gory but it made me jump out
of my seat a couple of till)es, I prefer the over-the-top
gory films to the psychological thrillers, because the latter
abuse women too much: the gory films just destroy
everyone, man, woman and child all get blown up,"

8) Making love: "A personal pleasure for me. It's something I enjoy and always have done since I was quite
young. I shall say no more."

9) Belng able to help needy causes: "Since I was at
school, I've enjoyed doing voluntary work. I did work at a
riding school for the disabled and some voluntary work
for handicapped kids. Now I'm in a group I can do even
more work. We can give money. do gigs and raise publicity. I think I was drawn towards the problems of handicapped people because one of my best friends at school had
spina bifida and I was really close to him. A lot of friends
would shy away because it's a very obvious d isability,
whereas you realise that people's brains are still the same.
It's just t hat they can't communicate. It's really good for
someone to help somebody and give that love and
friendship."
I0) 'EastEnders': "It 's the best thing on TV. I'm an
EastEnder myself, I was born in Hackney. I really relate to
some of the characters and I like the charm of the way it
is written. I think it's very honest. (No, I'm not like Lofty,
John!) I like the way they take everyday problems and
deal with them In a way no other prlmetlme television
programme does. They don't shy away from anything
really, but I don't think they've dealt w ith being gay very
much. But it's good to have an excellent performer like
David Dale as Mr fisher treated In such a matter of fact
way; the same with Miche lle getting pregnant and Angie
taking an overdose. I know Mary Whitehouse gets outraged. but I think they should show things like that because It 's an everyday problem and people should see it
portrayed."

e JOHN-J"N
I) Being in Bronski Beat: "It's the best thing that's
ever happened to me since being born. I've been making
music since I was six, and on stage since I was eight with
my father in pantomimes and amateur dramatics. Since
then I've been in choirs and bands in Newcastle. Knowing
Larry. I came down and auditioned for Bronski Beat and
passed. It's a great satisfaction getting something out on
vinyl, especially when 'Perfect Beat' did so well."

LARRY

STEVE

2) Worldnc out in a ffM: "I do swimming and lots or
physical exercise. I like to keep myself on top form and
my brain in working order. In this industry you can get
too emotionally worked up about things with a mind that
goes I 00 mph - a good work-out satisfies. I used to do
gymnastics when I was younger. I was In the Essex under14s team. I fancied being a gymnast until I went to senior
school, started smoking and bunking off school and went
downhill. At the age of 25 I'm still proud I can do it."

JOHN

e STEVE BRONSKI
I) TravelUnr to foreign countries: "I love Germany.
It's a totally different culture and the food's diffe rent. I
particularly like Berlin - it's the New York of Europe; it
goes around the clock."

2) Nice meals with friends: "I like .to treat my friends
to a good meal - usually steaks or hamburgers. I really
like Indonesian food and I hope to go to Indonesia this

year on tour."

3) Ustenlnc to compact discs: • A great pleasure. I've
recently been getting into Miles Davis."

4) Keeping in touch widl friends: "Where I used to
live in Newcastle there were many bands who were
friends of mine. They haven't got money to buy equipment so I send them money. I keep in touch with what
they're doing. I usually stick w ith my friends for a long
time - I'd known Larry for nine years before I joined
Branski Beat."
5) KNpinc up widl current affairs: "I like to keep up
w ith what's' happening in the world because It affects us
all. I don't u.ually read newspapers and I try not to listen
to the news. I usually meet up with friends and have
discussions."

6) Havinc to pt up In the morning: "I'm not a
person who lies-In in the morning. The sun comes streaming into my bedroom and I'm usually awake by seven
o'cloclc. I try and work-out before breakfast. I find sleep•
ing such a waste of time sometimes."

7) Shopplnr at Sainsbury's: "I love going Into supermarlcets illld pushing my trolley around. It's great when
they put 'Perfect Beat' on while you're walking around."

8) Ustenlng to people's problems; "We get a lot of
letters from young kids who've cot problems at home.
We recently had a letter from a young girl who was being
sexually abused by her father and she's had to leave home.
I spend an hour and a half a day writing to people telling
them to calm down and sort themselves out. I usually
ad\lise people not to be too rash In their actions."

3) Havtna a laupi at die musk pr-: "Sometimes
you read things you know aren't true and It's good to
laugh at It. If you ever take it seriOilSly it'll end up
affecting you. The funniest thing I've ever read was someone describing me as ill1 overstuffed sausage."
4) Writlnr music: "It's very easy to work with them.
There's more of an interaction between us now that
Jimmy's left and we're all writing songs."
S) Relulnr at home, feet up, watc:hlnc 'EillStEnders': "It's dead true to life and you can relate to it and
understand people's problems. It's got good stories."

6) luytnr records: "I recently bought the complete
collection of the New Yori( Dolls which is something I've
wanted for a long time. I've been listening to a lot more
Seventies music recently, like Patti Smith. I like classical ·
music as well - things like MoZ211 and Bach and a lot of
the avant garde stuff."

7) Golnr back to Glasgow for a few days: "I don't
miss It, but I like to visit for a few days - It's a real
friendly city. 1 do miss potato scones, Scottish sausage and
Barr's Im Brew."

8) GMnr friends preM11ts: "I've always been into it.
When I couldn't afford It, I used to go into those tacky
gift shops and buy small plastic moustaches and ping pong
balls. Nowadays it's Portastudios and equipment - things
that are useful to them."

Acropolis in Athens and three coachloads of manic,
screaming teenaiiers spotted us. They got me to sing and
perform 'Perfect Beat'. I loved It."

9) Sallln1 up the Thames to Richmond; "It's very
enjoyable and relaxing. It's nice to watch the scenery
change between Westmll\Ster and Richmond. My grandfather uaed to take me out In a small boat In Arbroath
but I'd get frightened because it was so small; I used to go
rowing on Loch Lomond - It's good for the muscles,"

10) Laupilnc at people maklnc complete fools of
themselves; "I love it when we go to posh restaurants
and see people sticking their little fingers out and talking
· about how the world's run and they don't know a thing."

10) c.i.bratlna with champape on a special occasion: "Any excuse - birthdays, releasing singles, getting
Into the charts - but It mustn't be cheap champagne
which just gives you a headache."

9) Belnr asked to sine In the street by lronsld
Beat fans: " A couple of weeks ago we were at the
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